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Relationship between the lndians and the Dutch in 
XVll-th century Brazil 

Hannedea C. van Nederveen Meerkerk <*> . 

ln Dutch. if somebody tells a story that is hard to believe, we 
speak of: 'Indianenverhaal', 'Indian tale'. That story can not be true, it is 
exaggerated, there is too much fantasy in it: Hij vertelt 
indianenverhalen', he tells Indian tales. Indian tales. It shows the 
association in the idiom of the Dutch language of the concept 'Indian' 
with fancy and imagination. 'That cannot be true!' People laugh about it 
and don't take i.t serious. 'Stop telling Indian tales': tell the truth. How 
this particular interpretation of the word 'lndian' can be explained will 
become clear, we hope, after reading the following essay on the 
relationship between the Indians and the Dutch in l 7th century Brazil. 

Contact and contract 

Not the first, but certainly the most intensive contact between 
the Indians and the Dutch · occurred during those remarkable 24 years 
between 1630 and 1654, the period in which the Dutch W est Indies 
Company occupied part of North Eastem Brazil, 'o Nordeste'. The first 
exchange probably took place around 1625 on the coast of Ceará. The 
new colony was proudly called 'Neerlantsch Brasil' or 'Hollantsch 
Brasil', meaning Dutch Brazil. The encounter must have been a real 
shock for those Calvinist Dutchmen, far away from home, far too 
warmly dressed and convinced of the superiority of their own views and 
ethics. What actually did happen? There were confrontations with 
groups of mysterious, brown, yellow-brown and reddish-brow, black
haired people, mostly naked, carrying strange weapons, dancing and 
speaking and yelling in sounds and languages they never heard before. 
Their customs, body-decorations, food , behaviour, all differing 
fundamentally from their own way of life. 

However, despite the culture shock, the attitude of the Dutch 
conceming the inboorlingen (natives) or Brasiliaenen mainly has been 
positive, this in contrast to their generally cruel treatment of the Negro 
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slaves. Alas, thís friendly approach was not bom out of emotional 
sympathy or with having a more peacefull character than for instance 
the Portuguese, those papist opponents that were fought in the sarne 
country. lt has to be said that the latter as well as their Spanish fellows, 
did not make themselves beloved by the natives, having destructed 
hundreds of their aldeias (villages) in the first decades of the 
exploration of the country in the l 6th and the beginning of the 171

h 

century. More than likely, this friendly approach was mainly based on 
opportunism. This was probably the case on both sides but with the 
Dutch for sure. 

Joannes de Laet is called one of the 'quasi-classíc 
documentalists' by José Antonio Gonsalves de Mello in his magnum 
opus Tempo dos Flamengos, which he based on the daily minutes of the 
board of Recife (Dagelijkse Notulen) ( 1 ). He carne from the Southern 
Netherlands and served in both the East and West Indies Companies 
(VOC and WIC). ln his position as financial secretary on the board of 
the WIC, member of the Chamber of Amsterdam, and representing the 
Chamber of Leiden as well, he left us four most instructive books, the 
Jaerlyck Verhael, describing the actions of the Dutch in the West Indies 
between 1624 and 1636 (2). 

We owe to De Laet the description of the proclamation 
offering an alliance with both the Portuguese and the lndians, 
announced on the 4th of October 1630. Eight months after the Dutch 
occupation of Pernambuco in February 1630, the Political Council at 
Recife decided to make an announcement directed at the Portuguese 
Commander Matias d' Albuquerque 'ende alie de Jnwoonderen van 
Brasil' (and ali the inhabitants of Brasil) invíting them to an alliance, 
negotiations and commerce (3). The Portuguese answer was a furious 
shooting from the fields and bushes around the city. The tribal 
reaction on the contrary resulted in the arrival of messengers and 
delegations sent out from severa} peoples, sometimes from far inland. 
The alliance with the Ingheboorne (aborigines) became a fact in a sort 
of contract, including the protection by the Dutch of the Indian people 
against the Portuguese and a promise on their side not to attack the 
Dutch, and to obey the Dutch rules (4). 

I 

ln the years to come one thing became clear: both parties hoped 
to conquer their common enemy by a sort of monstrous alliance. As we 
shall see, the contract with the autochtonous populations of Brasil 
brought the Dutch more than once in ambiguous and difficult positions, 
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about which they tried to tack like a ship in a narrow canal. Sometimes, 
the canal appeared to be too narrow. By making wrong decisions the 
Dutch rose the fury of the indians, often with deplorable results. 

Mello - by bis magnum opus one of the 'classics' on Brazilian 
colonial history himself, informs us on the sources of 'o famoso 
antuerpiano' De Laet, referring to bis first publication, Histoire du 
Nouveau Monde. Here we read that already in 1625, the sarne year the 
humiliated Dutch had to leave Bahia de Todos os Santos, inhabitants of 
the Bahia de T~aição made contact with skipper/cartographer 
Boudewyn Hendriksz and other captains like Jan Baptist Syens and 
Hessel Gerritsz. These first Indians of the Baia de Traição gave the 
Dutch information on the Portuguese-Spanish occupation of their land. 
(5). The names of Indians, some of which were taken to Holland, were 
documented: from Ceará carne Gaspar Paraupaba, 50 years old and 
Andre Francisco at the age of 32, and from Bahia de Traição carne 
Antônio Guiravassauay, Antônio and Luís Gaspar, Pieter Poty and 
Antônio Parapawa. (Paraupaba and Parapawa could be the sarne name 
as these were phonetically written down). 

I 
Besides on the journals of captains and other voyagers De 

Laet's work was based on the instructive descriptions from Gabriel 
Soares de Sousa's Tratado Descritivo do Brasil em 1587 (6). A 
contemporary Dutch specialist on the knowledge of the populations of 
Brazil is Ernst van den Boogaart. His work in the catalogue on the 
exhibition of the tercentennial commemoration of Johan Maurits, Count 
of Nassau-Siegen, governar of Brasil ( 1636-1644) is a most instructive 
contribution to the extension of the knowledge on the Brazilian lrtdians 
in the Netherlands of today. (7). . 

De Laet notes the division of the Indían nations into two parts: 
the Brasilianen and the Tapoyers, both with their own language, of 
which the Brazilian Tupí was used as a sort of língua franca. These 
nations again were separated in several difierent sub-nations and tribes. 
ln the early years of the colony, several Tapuias visited the Political 
Council at Recife, with their names documented in history: Marcil or 
Marcillian, Andries Tacou, Ararova and Francisco Matauwe. About 
'onzen Brasiliaen' ( our Brasilian) Andries Tacou he narrates how, with 
two fellows on the road from Rio Grande (do Norte) to Ceará, he met 
the Portuguese merchant Juan Pereira, carrying with him seventeen 
women and children with the purpose to sell them in Rio Grande (do 
Norte). After killing the Portuguese they waited for the Dutch and were 
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taken over by the Dutch ship-commander Ellert Smient. He was glad to 
find several letters the Portuguese had with him which he sent, together 
with the women and children, to the city of Recife. These letters 
contained valuable information on the situation in 'Siara', where the 
Portugues-Spanish influence was prominent. ln 1633 the Tapuias of this 
Capitania (province) wanted to ally with the Dutch as well (8). ln 
december of 1633 on the island Tamarica (Itamaracá) a small redoubt 
was built to protect the, inhabitants of the aldeia Tabusseram. 
Meanwhile the Brasiliaen Mossocara and two Frenchmen, originally 
sent from their country to find a settlement on the island Fernando de 
Noronha, were ordered to join some Dutchmen to start the first 
colonization of this island (9). This decision would throw its shadow far 
ahead. Itamaracá would become one of the main bridgeheads of the 
Dutch occupation, playing a role in the contacts between the two 
countries until the present day. 

This story illustrates to which degree the native tribes and 
individuais were manipulated. Reason for Johan Maurits va!l Nassau
Siegen to clean up this part of the 'Augean Stables' (as he qualified the 
Brazilian situation in 1638 in ·a letter to the WlC) (10). He ordered to 
set free all the Indians working on the fields and in the salines, 
installing Wilhelm Doncker as the responsible commander of the 
administration to replace Elto Beuningh who, with other captains of the 
aldeias as Jan Wouters and Gerardus Adolphi, was dishonoured. This 
resulted in the administration and registration of all the lndians living in 
the villages from Pernambuco/ Alagoas, Goiana and Paraíba. ln the 
provinces more distant from Recife, like Rio Grande, Ceará and 
Maranhão the treatment of the Indians was less controlled and they 
were exploited more or less in secret, according to a letter from Gideon 
Morris de Jonge from 1644. Hence in 1644 . the Tapuias of Ceará 
revolted, not only killing Portuguese, but the Dutch inhabitants as well. 
The High Council, afraid of loosing the strong Tapuia allies in the 
North, renewed the contract by a document saying that all Indians were 
free men, living in a free country in the way chosen by themselves (11 ). 

How vulnerable the relationship with the lndians already four 
years after the start and one y~ar after the renewal apparently 
remained, we also learn from De Laet. 1'hrough rumours in 1634, the 
Tapuias thought tlie Dutch were weakened by the Portuguese 
guerrilla. Signs of disloyalty were shown in Rio Grande and Ceará. 
The main Tapuia tribe the Dutch had contact with belonged to the 
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Tarairyou with their king Janduvi. De Laet narrates extensively how 
Janduvi's son, Janduvi jr and Copun, the stepson of a fellow chief, 
Weletyawa were taken by Captain Garstman to Fort Ceulen in Rio 
Grande, and shortly afterwards sent to Recife. They were perhaps -
but should by no means look like - hostages, because father Janduvi, 
according to his own words, was negotiating in those sarne days with 
five other Tapuia tribes about maintaining the contract of fidelity. The 
five tribes were: 1. the Arekeuma (Tupí; Aciki in Tapuian) with King 
Coctaouly, a weak tribe, almost part of Janduvi's group; 2. the 
Juckeryjou (both languages) with King Marakaou, former allies of the 
Portuguese in the Arraial Velho, together with Indians from Ceará; 3. 
the Kereyjou ('op Brasiliaens' = Tupí; in Tapuian: Ocíonecíoe) with 
King Nonhu; 4. the Pajoke with King Kidoa, in both languages, and 
5'., the Aponoryjou with King Jarepó. De first two were small, 
powerless tribes, but the last three togeth.er as powerful as Janduvi, 
and living in his immediate neighbourhood. To reach the Rio Grande 
and Fort Ceulen (nowadays Natal) in the summer, all of them had to 
pass the dry route through the mountains of Moytyapao (12). An 
allial}ce with them would be iri Janduvi's favour and the clever king 
was well aware ofthat. 

Fortunately, the young boys wanted to see the city eagerly. 
This had an additional advantage. By visiting the strong new 
fortifications (Fort De Bruyn, Redoubt Juffer De Bruyn, Fort 
Vijfuoeck, Fort Waardenburgh at Recife and Fort Oranje on 
Itamaracá), young Janduvi and his cousin would conceive a good 
impression of the strength of the Outch (who actually just conquered 
the Portuguese guerrilla-nest Arraial Velho) and report such to their 
fathers 'who never would suppose anymore the Dutch position had 
been weakened'. ln the sarne part De Laet writes on the different 
Tapuia tribes of Rio Grande together with many natural details on the 
province, praisirrg its fertility and describing its huge rivers with the 
native names and remarkable thíngs of the country, such as a huge 
saline of about eight kilometre in diameter. 

As his main source of information he used the report of the 
Polish colonel Crestoffle d'Artiçhau · et Arciszewski, mostly called: 
'Artichofski'. After the intermezzo with Janduvi sr. and jr., 
Arcizcewski had been sent to the Northem province named after the 
huge river dominating the landscape. He was in the company of the 
Political Counsellor Jacob Stachouwer 'om te sien wat voordeel men 
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uyt dese Wilden trecken konde' (to look which profit there could be 
derived from these savages). They had to hand a letter to Janduvi sr., 
by whích the Political Council at Recife invited him to join the Dutch 
efforts to overtake Paraíba ( 13 ). It was proposed that the Indians 
should destroy the Portuguese cattle and fields. for without livestock 
and crops the Portuguese would be urged to leave their forts, the letter 
suggested. The Tapuias welcomed this invitation to get rid of the 
occupants of their motherland, as the Portuguese and Spanish were 
regarded, killing many and takíng the treasures found ín houses and 
chapeis with them as a well eamed reward. 

Most of the populatíons, tríbes. and geographic names 
mentioned in the colonel's report were written in the two languages, 
Tupí and Tapuian. These languages differed appreciably, because the 
translator Antonío was hardly understood by the Tapuias of Rio 
Grande, according to Arcizcewski. This is remarkable, because the 
translator usually had been the Tapuia Antônio Parapawa. A second 
major difference between the Tupí (Brasilianen) and the Tapuías was 
their way of lífe: the Brazilians lived in víllages meanwhile the 
Tapuias were nomads. 

The report of Arciszewski tells us about the strength of the 
tribes. Janduvi was the greater king of the region with at his side 
Weletyawa, who generally headed the youngsters. Four tribes were 
antagonistic to the Tarairiou: 1. the Jembo with King Kishonon ('so 
afar that there never has been any contact with the Christians'); 2. the 
Woyana with King Waracapawassu; 3. the Caryry with King 
Kinioonkoiou and 4. the Caryrywassu and their King Carapoto, living 
in the neighbourhood of the former tribe. The three last named tribes 
were all friends of the Portuguese and were living in villages. Further 
known was a tribe far away in Bahia, the Waymmores, that never 
crossed the Rio São Francisco ( 14). Spokesman of this Dutch mission 
was Janduvi's brother, Carara. Their sister was a much respected 
person too and her son Commendaoura would follow up his uncle, 
when Jandovi sr would have passed away and not Jandovi jr or 
Carara's son called Comathy. Obviously the Tapuia socíety was 
structured in matriarchy, L'Honoré ~aber comments, indeed a system 
of many nomad people, world-wide (15). 

Conceming Arciszewski, his role in the Dutch Nordeste has 
been of considerable importance. Misunderstandings, bom out of 
jealousy by the Political Council, worsened his position with the 
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WIC. Admittedly, he was a quick-tempered man, but as a strategist 
and fighter the WIC has hardly known his equal. A most valuable 
btography on him is written ín volume IV from the Jaerlick Verhael, 
edited by Wamsinck. He leans on De Laet, the Daily Minutes of the 
Political Council, and letters written to the WIC by Arciszewski 
personally as well as his Memorie (report) written in behalf of the 
WIC. His military actions almost always have been successful. and 
when not, it was not him to blame but the decisions of the Political 
Council at Recife, more competent in economics than in military 
affairs. He had an important part in the exploration of Terra Nova and 
Goiana and the surrender of Matias d'Albuquerque in Pernambuco. 
He mentions the strength of the garrison as 300 Portuguese soldiers, 
700 Brazilians and 20 canons. Together with the chief-commander 
Sigismund von Schoppe he finds himself involved in the handing over 
of Fort Nazareth at Cabo Santo Agostinho, all in the sarne year 1634. 
Hereafter he went to Serinhãem, and Schoppe to lpojuca. two rich 
sugar-regions. Then he went quickly to Porto Calvo, where the Dutch 
encampment was heavily threatened by Albuquqerque, be it in vain. 
He then marched to the Dutch fort at Paripuera, to protect the 
northem part from the raíds of the Portuguese guerrilla. 

Before conquering Paraíba, Arciszewski had to fight the 
Brazilian chiefs Rebellino and Cameron (Antônio Filipe Camarão). 
On this occasion Wamsinck adds: '- men who deserve to have in the· 
history of the original inhabitants of Brazil, th~ sarne place as the 
greatest heroes of our war of independence in our history - ' ( 16). 
Hence, conceiving the importance of strengthening the n ·utch position 
in 'the Alagoas', after a brief stay at Recife, he went to the Rio São 
Francisco and almost begged the WIC to allow him to consolidate his 
position, considering the strategic point ànd supposing that the river 
would lead as far as Perú with its famous silver-mines. This proposal 
refused, he went to the fort at Paripuera, to protect the northem part 
from raids by the Portuguese guerrilla. ln 1636 he had to fight against 
a huge rebellious group of 'Brasilianen, Mulaten, Mamelucken, 
Criulen ende Swarten'. The Indians, headed by Camarão, wanted to 
invade Paraíba, still loyal to the Dutch. This could only be prevented 
by cruel raids against them. Ar~iszewski detested this 'schandelijcke 
arbeyt' (shameful work) of which he was rescued by the arrival of the 
govemor ín January 1637 (17). 
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Publications on foreign coasts and cultures maintained a 
prominent interest in Europe and its colonies, that were founded all 
over the world. Descriptions of the foreign people and their strange 
customs, differing in so many ways from the European, fascínated a 
large public. The Dutch contemporary chronicles make mention of 
the Indians' abilíty to maintain themselves wíth their azzegaias 
(javelins ), clubs and bow and arrows, as well as of their capacity to 
run fast, 'faster than a horse' (Herckmans, quoted by Nieuhof; their 
writings will be treated below). Despite of their own superior fire 
power, the Indian force in strategy were heavily feared. Cynically, 
there have even been imported big dogs to hunt 'natives. blacks and 
vagabonds', unable to catch them by another way (18). By far the 
most horrible scene in the multitude of documents was the custom of 
various Indian tribes (not only the non-settled Tapuias) to consume 
their conquered enemies, their own deaths and bom dead babies. The 
ferocity of this primitive human species, with customs so contrasting 
the Christian values and attitudes towards the questions of life, 
livelihood and death, was underlined in radical opinionated words, in 
irony or in cynical understatements and rarely in an objective, sober 
way. Soares de Sousa describes the habit too, with the relation to 
'perdoar', forgiveness: 'Costu1nan1 êstes potiguares não perdoarern a 
nenhum dos contrários que captivani, porque os matarn e cornem 
logo' (the P. have the custom not to forgive any of their antagonists, 
for they kill them and eat them immediately) (19). 

A notion of the backgrounds of this particular part of the 
aboriginal behaviour, showing a supreme pragmatic attitude _ without 
which these populations surely would have had less chance to 
survive, was never considered or spoken out. Cannibalism, although 
true, became part of the indianenverhalen, attracting many readers, 
just swallowing it on their tum. As we know, not only chroniclers 
used this subject to fascinate their public. Painters like Albert 
Eeckhout and in his track Zacharias Wagner, depicted this aspect of 
Indian behaviour in their drawings and pictures, making a big hit with 
it. Sensational stories and pictures from the other side of the ocean, at 
the sarne time showing white superiority, became tools· to create a 
successful joumal, a valued piece of art and an enthusiastic public. 
'Une chose tres rare quine se trouve plus au monde', as Hans Hoetink 
wrote in 1979 (20). 
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Pierre Moreau to whom we shall return later, also pointed out 
the many favours the Dutch received from the Indians: 'The Dutch 
used these two nations and found themselves at ease near them, 
working well together. They accompanied the Dutch through the most 
serious and difficult places, swam ahead through lakes and rivers the 
Dutch soldiers did not dare to enter first, ran forward and backward 
with unmatched ('weergaloze) speed, cut with axes all trees and 
fences that in the past discouraged everybody, carried two by two in 
an Aumaka ('a cotton cloth like a fisherman's net') the tired or sick 
commanders and the wounded soldiers. They showed them the 
enemy's camps and brought them to places they expected their 
opponents to pass, in order to surprise and kill him. ln the open field 
the Portuguese knew they had little chance to escape, because these 
Tapuias and Brazilians wanted to kill all the 'ones who kept them 
imprisoned', as they think' (21 ). 

These sensational tales have to be compared to Colonel 
Arciszewski's sigh of relieve when 'that shameful work', the fighting 
of the natives, was taken of his hands. Again, not compassion with the 
poor savages will have been his first pre-occupation, but sympathy 
with bis own poor troops, carrying their military and personal luggage 
on heavily loaded pushcarts over badly accessible forest-roads, 
without enough help from slaves, as these were needed in the sugar
mills, and with little chance to catch up with the rapid-footed Indians 
surrounding them. 

A reliable empathic description of lndian tribes can be found in 
the Journaal. Algemene Beschrijvinghe van Paraíba (Joumal. General 
Description from the Capitany Paraíba), written in 1639 by · Elias 
Herckmans on behalf ofthe High Council (22). The govemor wanted to 
have at his disposal a recent inventory of the sugar mills in Paraíba, 
their owners, location and production, in order to impose the proper 
taxation. With the Jaerlyck Verhae/, this description, written in Recife 
after his three-year service in Paraíba, became a major source for later 
and contemporary chroniclers, like Johan Nieuhof and Pierre Moreau. 
Nassau himself made sure to have Van Baerle incorporate this report in 
the Reru1n per octennium in Brasília (23). 

Criticai notes in ditto circumstances 

A Dutch adventurer exploring the interior already four years 
before having been invited to serve with the WIC in 1643, named 
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Roelof Baro, felt such an attraction to the so called 'primitive' way of 
life that he choose to live with a group of Indians for several years, 
taking them with him to campaigns and explorations, privately at first 
and later-on in the service of the WIC. Because of his knowledge of 
the lndian populations, their tribal differences and of their languages 
and dialects, he immediately was paid in the rank of alferes ( cornet). 
He persuaded some other adventurers and aroused their enthusiasm 
for this way of life. Their names were: Pieter Persijn, Jakob de Groot, 
Ian Stras (a Pole) and Jan Listry. 

Baro was held in high esteem by the WIC for his resolute 
mind. The lndians showed great loyalty towards him, admiring a man 
who fought ahead of his troops instead of staying behind in safety. ln 
1644 he was asked to explore the sertão, the largely virgin land Terra 
Nova , the desert lands west of the known rivers and regions of the 
Tapuias. The Dutch always wanted to explore the country for 
minerais and precious stones and were also looking after possibilities 
to reach the gold and silver mines of Chili and Perú. Baro badly 
wanted to do so, but at a certain moment the lndians. in this case 
Brasiliaenen, refused to accompany him anymore, fearing the 
resistance of hostile nations in the regions far inland. Frustrated he 
roamed along and finally raided the villages Palmares Grande and 
Palmares Pequeno where the fugitive Negro-slaves, had built their 
own 'New World'. 

Baro wrote a journal about his Brazilian years in 1647, kept 
by Moreau in Paris, where he translated and published in 1651 (24). 
About the Palmares quilombos that he had cruelly destroyed, he 
uttered his dualistic admiration: 'lt looks if they live in Angola!', 
summing up all kinds of cattle, fruits and vegetables the Blacks were 
accustomed to. Baro himself liked to raise cattle in Rio Grande, and 
asked for permission to do so in 1648. lt was after the First Battle of 
Guararapes and the question was refused by the High Council, afraid 
to be obliged of defending more Dutch interests than the regions they 
could directly overlook. ln that sarne year, at the age of 38, Baro 
seems to have passed away, for his widow in Amsterdam, Lobberich 
Wijnbrandtsdochter demanded the remaining pay (25). 

ln the sarne year Moreau published Baro' journal, he did so 
with his own observations on the situation in Brazil: Histoire des 
Derniers Troubles du Bresil entre les Hollandois et les Portugais, 
within a year translated in Dutch by J.H.Glazemaker: Klare en 
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Waarachtige Beschrijving van de Beroerten en Afaal der Portugezen 
in Brasil (see note 19). It is known that the name 'Moreau' is a 
gallicism for the Jewish name 'Meffert', but he doesn't mention this in 
the prologue, telling his own story. Thus we know how, .tryíng to 
escape to the dull daily life in France, he took service as a mercenary 
in the Dutch army, choosing this country because of the world wide 
voyages made from there. 

After three years he took the opportunity to depart to Brazil, 
having leamed enough of the Dutch language to become a secretary 
(geheymschr(jver) of the new members of the High Council at Recife. 
consisting of the veteran President Schonenborch and the newcomers 
Simon van Beaumont, Michiel van Goch and the merchants Abraham 
Trouwers (who died shortly after his arrival) and Hendrik Haecxs. He 
stayed in Brazil from 1645 until 1647. He carne back to Europe with the 
sarne ship of Schonenborch, James Henderson, the English commander 
fallen in disgrace after the loss of Fort Maurits at Penedo on the Rio São 
Francisco in 164 7, and Hendrik Haecxs. A1though refusing at first to set 
another foot on that country, the latter would rettim to Brazi1, already at 
the end of the sarne year on board of the admira1-ship from Gijsbert de 
With and stay until the very end. ln Haecxs' Dagboek (Diary) on the 
years 1645-1654 he mentions a list of 'eenige snuisserije en 
cleinicheden tot vereeringe aen de Tapoeijers en Brasilianen' (some 
knick-knack and trifle) (26). 

After his retum to France, Moreau, highly interested in the 
social, political, and economical facts and questions he met abroad, 
studied the contemporary joumals and documents written on the 
Brazilian situation. Why did the Dutch loose this beautiful country? 
Why that antagonistic attitude between the Dutch and the Portuguese? 
Why, in such a country, large enough to accommodate six tímes the 
amount of people living in it today, with enough natural sources to 
feed them all. why could these two nations not live together in peace? 
His critícism of the conqueríng of Angola, his criticai comments in 
the direction of the Chambers of the WIC in the Netherlands because 
of their narrow-minded decisions without bringing final solutions, 
manoeuvring the High Counci] at Recife in an impossible position, he 
could speak out freely and so he did. For sure he had contact with his 
compatriot, the French pastor Vincent Joachim Soler. This energetic 
preacher organised the construction of the French Church at 
Mauritsstad and wrote the Cort entle Sonderlingh Verhael (short and 
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peculiar story) describing some singularities of the country, reaching 
the WIC in Amsterdam in 1639 (27). 

Speaking of the Indians, Moreau underlines the loyalty of 
Brasiliaen en Tapoyers to the Dutch and mentioned the several 
petitions of the Portuguese farmers to defend themselves against 
struikrovers (ramsackers) (28). Portuguese prisoners and hostages were 
taken almost every day. He writes about three Jews, captured in the 
neighbourhood of the island Itamaracá. Two were hung but the third 
converted himself to Christianity and received weapons and a uniform. 
After eight days however he managed to escape and fled back to Recife 
'where he re-entered Judaism' (29). Many Dutch prisoners remained in 
the Portuguese military service. Moreau and Nieuhof narrate of soldier 
Klaes, who was imprisoned with some hundred fellows after the 
redoubt between Forte Cinco Pontas (Fort Frederik Hendrik) and Forte 
Affogados (Fort Prins Willem) was conquered by André Yidal 
Negreiros. 

This man gave Klaes the rank of sub-lieutenant, supposing he, 
once a mere fisherman, would be deeply grateful to be promoted to a 
rank he normally never would have obtained. Thus he was supposed 
to stay loyal to the Portuguese for ever, and the other Dutchmen with 
him. But his fidelity to his native country was greater than his 
gratefulness. Sent out on a special mission to ambush fumishing 
Dutchmen behind the Salinas between the island Antônio Vaz and the 
mainland, he succeeded in crossing the river (Capibaribe) and 
reaching Recife. Here he was enthusiastically welcomed by the 
remaining population, being in an euphoric mood because of the 
recent arrival in this heavily besieged city of the two ships. The 
'Yalck' and the 'Elisabeth' brought livelihood and good messages from 
home of military support being on its way. Moreau gives the 
exaggerated prices in Recife of foodstuffs (30). The brave Klaes 
Visser was honoured and got the sarne rank in the Dutch army. (The 
re-entered Jew got nothing except the honour to have been mentioned 
in history, though anonimous). 

How this story of a captured patriot connects to the 
relationship between lndians and the Dutch, showing the mood and 
morality of the Dutch rulers, appears from the following: A mission 
from commander House, who went with 500 men to lpojuca, didn't 
tum out well. ln the meantime the people in Paraíba were 'verdrietigh' 
(sad), as Glazemaker translates Moreau. So the Dutch sent (by boat) 
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about 400 of House's men to Paraíba, who hid themselves with some 
Indians in Fort Margaretha, a strong fortification at the mouth of the 
Rio Paraíba, near to that part of Latin America which is closest to 
Africa (Cabedelo ). Coming out in the open fields they encountered a 
troop of 800 Portuguese with whom they and the Indians fought so 
ferociously that hundreds of the enemies were kílled with only small 
losses on their own side. The Tapuias, not satisfied by this victory, 
continued and 'wandelden' (walked) into the nearby engenho (sugar 
mill) of Andrea Diez de Figuereda, surprised the church where 
everybody was gathered, kílling ali priests, men, women and children, 
altogether 80 or l 00 people, with one exception. Impressed by the 
beauty of the engenheiros1 daughter, crying heavily on the death of 
her parents, they saved her. They brought her to the Dutch 
commander 'in de vesting' (to the fort), begging hím to take good care 
of her. The Portuguese in furious revenge immediately disanned circa 
700 or 800 Dutch prisoners of war and killed them ali in an enormous 
massacre. The reaction of the High Council when infonned was mere 
stoic: fate does justice to whom deserts. By taking Klaes Visser as an 
example, they would have been still alive ... (31 ). 

Moreau's observation of the tricky conquest of Angola by the 
Dutch, just at the time of the negotiations towards the peace-treaty 
between the Netherlands and Portugal , is enlightening. This really has 
been a false move of the mostly honourable govemor, Johan Maurits 
van Nassau. Negotíation excludes fighting, even when it does 
consider a treaty that was meant to last for only 14 or 15 years (32). 
Portugal became independent from Spain in 1640, restoring their 
monarchy by the House of Braganza. Thus a treaty became possible, 
now that the Northem Netherlands fonna11y only were at war with 
Spain ('Eighty Years War', 1568-1648). 

ln history, proving that somebody is right by he theory of 
falsification, is not possible. Nassau míght have been right doubting the 
Portuguese loyalty to the Dutch-Portuguese treaty, the differences 
between the two cultures beíng too big and the gap between their 
interests too deep. A stronghold in Africa would secure the import of 
slaves and offer a refuge on the way to the East Indies. Politically this 
raid was of short interest; in the long tenn it tumed out to be the 
beginning of the end of Hollantsch Brasil. For now the guerrilla had 
strong irons in the fire! Now the Dutch proved to be dishonest and 
suspect. Now the Portuguese had the moral right to fight back, despite 
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of the official treatise between the two proud seafaring nations. 
Considering this, Moreau understands the Portuguese João Viera 
Molato, an administrator on sugar excises for the Dutch, and also a 
charming spy, who got many ins and outs of the political and military 
decisions at Recife that he rapidly briefed to his guerrilla compatriots 
(33 ). Finally Moreau resorts to his own philosophy to answer the 
legitimate question why beautiful Brazil had to be destroyed by war and 
aggression: it was a Punishment from Heaven because of the cruelties 
on both sides. The Dutch had to leave Brazil and the Portuguese found 
themselves in a devastated country (34). Beyond the right of this final 
analysis, the Lords XIX would better have read the critica} publication, 
accessible to every Dutchman by the translation of J.H.Glazemaker 
already in 1652: Klare en Waarachtige Beschrijving van de Beroerten 
en Afval der Portugezen in Brasil (-) (Clear and honest description of 
the troubles and desertion of the P. in B.). 

The descriptions of facts and persons by Moreau sound fairly 
exact and objective. Surprising however is the incorporation of the 
'Indian tales' inside Glazemaker's translation of Moreau's work. 
Almost every Tapuia action is illustrated with cruel details 
accentuating how the Indians like to fight and slaughter, just to fill 
their belly. It seems unlikely that an .analyst as clever as Moreau 
quotes the sarne story unnecessary so many times, that it merely 
becomes a cliché. Are these personal interpretations of Baro's report, 
integrated in his own history? Is it Glazemaker who compiled the two 
publications into one? An answer to these vexing questions has yet to 
be found. 

Anthropology 

Let us retum to the Capitania de Paraíba of 1639. ln 1982 
Wellington Aguiar and Marcos Odilon Ribeiro Coutinho, republished 
and annotated the first Paraibean edition of the joumal of Elias 
Herckmans: Descrição Geral da Capitania da Paraíba (35). The first 
Brasilian publication from August 1887 we owe to José Higino who 
found the original in the Algerneen Rijks Archief (General State 
Archives, ARA OWIC box 46) at The Hague. He translated it for 
publication in the magazine of the archaeological, historical, and 
geographical institute of Pernambuco at Recife, the Revista do Instituto 
Arqueológico, Histórico e Geográfico Pernambucano (RIAHGP) (36), 
relatively shortly after the first Dutch publication in Utrecht in 1867. 
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Elias Herckmans was a seafaring merchant, and also a poet, a 
so called mercator sapiens. A savant merchant. like Joan de Laet has 
been, Johan Nieuhof, and doubtless some others of the mercantile 
Lords XVII and XIX. The precaríousness. of theír position was caused 
by the simple fact they had to make profit for the participants of their 
companies, or otherwise the whole enterprise would fail. Bankruptcy 
was the sword of Damocles ever swaying above their heads. Economy 
and scientific curiosity were worde allies, also at that time, than often 
is suggested by those who idealise 'the Golden Age'. Some merchants 
and politicians tried to attract the attention of their colleagues to other 
disciplines and directions than mere materialistic subjects. The 
encounter with foreign cultures, landscapes, flora and fauna invited 
them to make such effort~, inspired by the Erasmus-humanistic ideas, 
philosophically shaping the intelligence of the Northem Netherlands 
of that ti me (3 7). It is hardly necessary to mention that these 
enlightened spirits avant-la-lettre were a minority amidst the 
companies' boards. 

Herckmans' General Description of Paraíba informs us about 
the many Indian tribes and their mutual relationships, typical for the 
province, and probably for the whole of Brazil, at that epoch. He 
pointed out that they do not know about God nor practise any other 
sort of divine cult, so they have no baptism or circumcision. This 
reference to the Jewish traditíon can be called extraordinary 
exceptional. To introduce their children into adulthood they have a 
ceremony 'with the customary shouting', he notes. Death ceremonies 
consisted of eating the deceased; the dead ones could not have been 
buried in a better place than their bellies (this passus literally is 
copied by Nieuhof) . Without any sense of horror or sensation 
Herckmans describes the proper way they act: before eating they 
cleaned, washed and braised the body well. Nothing will be wasted, 
not even the bones, bumt and bruised offering an equivalent of 
farinha (flower of maníoc. 'the bread of Brazil, of which the people 
here generally lives') (38). 

The Tapuia people living in the interior on the westem side of 
the mountains in the areas most distant from the occupied provinces, 
either by the Dutch or the Portuguese, are dívided into several natíons. 
Throughout Pernambuco live the Cariris, of whom one king is called 
'Kerioukeiou'. Another Cariri-tribe with their residences far away were 
the Caríriwasys with their king Karupoto' (39). Was he so powerful a 
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person that in memory of him the tribe called itself by his name? Or 
was it done by neighbours, associating the Cariri with the might of their 
chief? These of course are pieces of the puzzle for the explorers 'à la 
recherche du temps perdu' of the present Karapotó in Alagoas and other 
parts of the Nordeste, like Luiz Sávio de Almeida cum suis ( 40). 
Herckmans, reporting on a third tribe of Cariris called Careryjouys 
(Carijós? Coutinho), concludes his summing up with the important 
Tapuia nation the Dutch had to <leal with: 'To us particularly is known 
the population of the Tapuias, called Tarairyou, whose one part is 
commanded by 'Janduwy' and the other by Carara' ( 41 ). A compilation 
oftheir habits can be found in the recent study ofMedeiros (42). 

Did Herckmans give us original information, or did he in his 
tum lean on De Laet? We knew most of these Tapuia-tales already from . 
the laerlyck Verhael as early as 1631 (43). But although obviously 
Herckmans did take from De Laet's documentation, he is the first Dutch 
source of much additional cultural-anthropological ínformatíon, 
offering the topographic and geographic characteristics of the Capitania 
a profound and authentic relief by an etymological explanatíon of the 
natíve names. So his Description becomes General indeed . . In the report 
on the conquered provinces of Brazil, written in 1639 by the merchant
commander Adriaan van der Dussen, on board ofthe Overijssel back to 
Holland on behalf of the govemor and the Lords XIX, the author 
likewise included an interesting list on flora and fauna.(44). 

By this point of view Herckmans underlines, perhaps 
unconsciously, the autochtonous status of the Indian population, 
suppressed, structured and classified by foreign invaders. For example: 
'The Rio Camaratuba gives in the Baía da Traição; on three or four 
léguas (1 légua = 6 km) lays the Engenho Camaratuba, which sígnifies 
in the Brazilian language: place where is growing a certain herb called 
Camera' Sensitively he goes on: 'which herb grows without tending, 
having small yellow flowers, and tuba means: 'the father and mother of 
this plant'. This is their way to say that Nature procreates or is the 
mother of all fruits (45). The adjective 'Brazilian' appears in so many 
topographic names that it hardly can be accidental ( 46). 

Herckmans also comments on Portuguese names. E.g.: the 
name of the Baia da Traição (Bay of Betrayal) was given by the 
Portuguese, he supposes, but the Potigl,lares of this region declared to 
him that this place always was named 'Tibira Caiutaba or Caciouael 
de Tibera what means 'the orchard of cajús (cashew-trees) where 
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sodomy happened', which sin supposedly had taken place here in the 
past' ( 47). This gives him the opportunity to tell about the cashew 
fruit, 'looking like the apples in Europe, spongy, a little adstringent 
and very juicy. From the drink prepared by the índios they get 
completely drunk in which mood they play tricks and brutalities.' 
Herckmans adds that in the period of harvest of this fruit ( december
january he says, but two month earlier would have been more correct) 
the Indians are not willing to work, only occupied by collecting as 
much cashews as possible ( 48). 

ln 1641 Herckrnans explored the Terra Nova inland to the West 
and in 1642 he was sent out with admirai Hendrick Brouwer to Chili to 
look to occupy the legendary Spanish gold and silver mines. The only 
treasure he brought back with him was a well structured vocabulary of 
the lndians living in the neighbourhood of Valparaiso, probably 
Arouak, known as well defending their territories. The list with over 
650 words and including about 30 sentences incorporated in Barlaeus, 
shows the refined culture of these people, knowing words to distinguish 
natural events and sequences of time and their ability to éount. These 
Vocabulos Chilenos are, with a shorter and better route near Strait 
Magalhaen in the very South of Argentine to the Pacific Ocean called 
Strait Brouwer, the only spoil he brought back with him. Barlaeus 
biames the short-eyed policy of the Company, which did not realise the 
value of this treas.ure, although not made of gold: 'The Macedonians 
went to Asia, the Greek to ltaly, the Tyrenes to Africa and the 
Carthaguenes to Spain, starting an exchange of languages and culture', 
he writes in a somewhat meandering chronological sequence. But doing 
so, Barlaeus underlines the 'not only profit' mentality of both Nassau 
and Herckmans and himself by comparing the Dutch efforts to explore 
foreign coasts with examples from history (49). ln 1998 a team of 
achaeologists from the University of Amsterdam explored the southern 
regions of Patagonia in search of remains of the first Dutchmen who 
passed here in 15 99. Of that earliest period no traces were encountered, 
but information on the original lndian population, the Kaweshkar, 
fortunately was found and documented (50). 

After becoming an admirai of the fleet and head of the Chile 
expedition after the fatal° disease of Brouwer in 1643, he succeeded in 
pacifying the Indian tribes surrounding the Dutch invaders on the 
coast of Valparaiso. The sarne he had done before in Paraíba with the 
'Tapoyers en Petivares' when succeeding the violent lppo Eyssens, 
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who in 1636 was murdered in the manioc mill of Espirita Santo by 
Portuguese guerrilla troops. After the refusal of the WIC to send 
reinf orcement of men and equipment to found a Dutch colony on the 
Pacific coast, Herckmans retumed, carrying perhaps the sarne fatal 
illness that had killed Brouwer, to Recife where he died. Mello 
assumes that he was buried in the Grote Kerk, later Corpo Santo, the 
main Protestant church of the Dutch in old Recife (51). 

From the sarne anthropological point of view is written the 
Gedenkweerdige Zee- en Lant- Reize, an important book on 171

h century 
Brazil from the earlier mentioned Johan Nieuhof (52). This book is an 
impressive opus, although the authenticity of some parts is doubtful and 
perhaps taken from Herckmans and Van der Dussen. Being his 
companions in the WIC, it is possible that these items were discussed 
together. 

'Voyages and Traveis' tumed out to be one among the most 
fruitful sources for the study of colonial history. The book had an 
enormous success, in spite of ( or because of?) Neerlantsch Brasil had 
been lost for a few decades already. The mixture of juicy tales about 
people, plants and animais combined with sharp analyses from the 
tragic end of the Brazilian adventure, may explain a great deal of the 
book's success, offering to everybody something to his or her taste. 
Already in 1696 there appeared a French translation and from 1704 
on, s~veral English editions followed. Nieuhof was a well-known 
writer by his publication on his joumey and stay at the court of the 
'Great Tatarian Kahn, Emperor of China', in 1665, which book also 
became a best-seller. 

As he writes in the epilogue, upon his retum from Brasil, 
Johan Nieuhof had met with Nassau on the quay of Amsterdam, 
having some good conversations with him. His testimony could have 
contributed to the defence the Count had to conduct against the WIC 
during the following years. ln view of this the question arises : 'Why 
did he take his Brazilian material with him to the East?' Publication of 
so many interesting things could have brought him, author and 
illustrator as well, the sarne success as it brought Pierre Moreau. 

The answer probably will be found in the criticai tone in 
which the economic and political observations were written, 
criticising the attitude, decisions and misconduct of the Dutch 
officials in Recife and in Holland during the last years of the 

-
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occupation of Brazil. As a merchant for the WIC he was allowed to 
assist to meetings ofthe High Council (board of the colony at Recife). 
Thus he was well inf ormed and had many contacts, getting his 
information from ali strata of society. If he had published these 
observations integrally at an earlier time, he never would have been 
able to continue his career as a mercator sapiens nor would he ever 
have obtained such high ranks in the VOC after his retum to Holland 
in 1649. Thus, the remarkable events and experíences remained 
unnoticed until his brother, long after his retum from 'Neerlantsch 
Brasil', and even severa! years after the death of Johan Maurits van 
Nassau, disclosed them. 

Although Nieuhof based himself on De Laet, Herckmans and 
Van der Dussen in his descriptions of the Indian people, it has to be 
admitted that he depicts with great enthusiasm many original details 
on their habits and abilities (53). Nieuhof is, to the best of the author's 
knowledge, the only Dutch source of Indian, specifically Tapuian, 
musical instruments: 'Their trumpets are made from human bones, 
called Kanguenka. They also have other, bigger trumpets~ made from 
a shell, called Nhumbugaku as well one that is made of a certain cane, 
which they call: Meumbrapara'. He also mentions typical customs 
and decoration-habits, for example the mode of pushing in the noses 
of their babies, a flat nose being one of their preferred marks of 
beauty. ln the sarne descriptions we meet some original observations 
on the aborigines' customs in case of nativity, and on the inauguration 
to adulthood of the girls. The mother was responsible for the 
protection of their virginity. As soon as menstruation set in, the 
mother offered her daughter to the king to deflower her, for which 
deed the mother was highly praised by songs (54). 

He eye-winks to Marcgrafs and Piso's work by writing an 
elaborate chapter on the bio-diversification of the tropical flora and 
fauna. Its pharmacological use by the Indians is highlighted. The 
drawings - a1though not (ali?) by his own hand - show a great 
dedication to the described subjects. About the 'East-lndians' he 
mentions the habit to take a species of curcuma as a medicine against 
bites and urine of a poisonous varan. His work clearly shows that he 
formed part of ~he circle of scientifically interested around the 
govemor's court (55). 

Like De Laet and Herckmans, Nieuhof dedicated many 
sentences to the cashew fruit and its multiform use. From him we 
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know how the Indians not only took the juice from the fruits for their 
fennented drinks, but by adding leaves of the Akajou tree they made 
the drink stronger. This wine, 'as good as a Rhine wine but without 
any headache afterwards' as well as the roasted nuts, he liked very 
much. The nuts, called Akajuti, Akaguakaya and Itimabara were used 
as a calendar. Because of the fact that the cashew fruit is harvested 
only once a year, they knew their age exactly by putting away one nut 
every year (56). He narrates with admiration how the Brasiliaenen en 
zwarten (Blacks) during their meal 'shoot hands full of farinha (flour 
of manioc) in their mouth 'without spoiling any crumble of it. 
although keeping their hands on a far distance' (57). 

ln an earlier part of the book we met his bitter reproach: 'there 
are so many good things in Brazil to eat, like fishes, crabs, cattle~ ali 
the garrisons could have easily fresh food daily. But what the Dutch 
do? They prefer importing expensive food the way long from 
Europe . . . ' (58). Here the real merchant speaks, but also a man who 
was not afraid of foreign food and livelihood. ln this respect he joined 
the opinion of Herckmans and of the preacher Soler (59). The 
Brasiliaenen knew agriculture, but the Tapuijas, living as nomads, 
only ate wild fruits, roots, fish, many kinds of crabs and what they got 
from the hunt, Nieuhof writes. The Tapuias belonged to the so-called 
'hunting-collecting people' and were in this respect descendants of the 
most ancient fonn of human society. Stimulated by their nomadic 
way of life, their knowledge of plants developed to an extraordinary 
high level. Under difficult and threatening circumstances, surely 
causing many victims by infection, poisoning, or accidents, they 
managed to create, by experience, a real medical science. 

Treaty and treachery 

With the model of the Câ1nara Municipal (Municipal 
Council) at Recife, founded by Nassau in 1638, at hand, a similar 
political construction was implanted by the High Council in Paraíba, 
shortly after the govemor had left for Europe in 1644. Giving the 
inhabitants the idea of being involved in the solution of their own 
problems, the administration would be easier, and a better insight into 
the native problems would be obtained. The Indians participated in 
this political innovation and sent their representatives to function as 
Escabino (member of the council). ln spite of the attempt to found a 
provincial socio-political infrastructure, there were many tribal 

• 
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quarrels, guerrilla fights and other kinds of military actions to deal 
with. 

Entering the year 1645, the situation for the Dutch became 
less and less flourishing. The raid on the sugar-mill at Cunhá, 
likewise told by Moreau and Nieuhof, is just one of the bad events. 
(60). On the 16th of July Tapoyers from Rio Grande assassinated by 
surprise 35 people of the engenho Kunhao (Cunhá), gathered in the 
chapei to attend mass, taking all bodies with them. ln Nieuhof we 
read how the Portuguese fled away from their engenhos, begging the 
Dutch district-head De Linge to return their weapons to be able to 
defend themselves. De Linge sent a letter describing the sad event to 
the Hoge Raad on 19-07 -1645 and the Portuguese of the inland 
complained with another letter. ln the meantime, the number of 
victims had risen to 3 7. Tthe engenheiros near Goiana refused to be 
disarmed. De Linge declared the main leader of a certain tribe, 
Janduvi, to be innocent (61). 

On the basis of several documents we now know. without any 
doubt that these Ind·ians belonged to the Tarairyou, 1].eaded by their 
chief Jakob Rabbi . This German adventurer, originally coming from the 
county Waldeck, explored the interior during four years, living with and 
like the natives like Roelof Baro ( 62). Highly estimated by the Tapuias 
from Janduvy, he became chief of a group around 1639, even officially 
in name of the WIC in which he served as a translator and an 
íntermediary. Janduvi, now receiving official protection from the 
Dutch, assumed his position amidst his competitors secure. At the sarne 
time Rabbi had handed over a report on the inland circumstances and 
populations to Johan Maurits van Nassau, paraphrased by Barlaeus 
(63). Here we read about the cruelties conducted by Janduvi who, by 
war and rape with other tribes or families kept the number of his loving 
spouses growing, by that ti me he possessed a mere 14 of them ( instead 
of the 50 present at the ti me of his death, at the age of over a 100 years 
and with only a 60 children). Rabbi's identification with the people he 
lived with did alienate himself from the European interests. How 
mighty he has been remains doubtful. lt was suggested that the Tapuias 
in the question of Cunhá were jealous with their original king Janduvi, 
who from the beginning of the Dutch-Indian friendship had been the 
only one to receive presents . . . 

The High Council decided ·to send commander Willem 
Lambertz and pastor Jodocus a Stetten to Paraíba by bark over the 

/ 
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river with the sarne name to reach 'Kunhao' and from there over land 
to find those specific Indians quickly and offer them extra gifts that 
they could keep for themselves. Janduvi was invited to come over to 
Recife to discuss the question and if he could not come in person, to 
send a number of his people to help the Dutch in their fights. 

Only with great difficulty could Lambertsz convince king 
Janduvi to send a part of his people along with him to Recife. The 
king, afraid he and his wives and children would be in jeopardy if he 
sent al1 his strong men away, hesitated for a long time. ln view of his 
past experiences, this fear was not without reason. Only on the 
condition that all Portuguese they encountered could be killed, he 
gave Lambertz 200 man. So, on their way to Pernambuco the Tapuias 
killed 100 Portuguese, considering all their captured belongings as 
their spoil. As soon as Lambertz asked them to stop it, promptly half 
of them turned their backs, taking the spoil with them. The Dutch 
captain Johannes Hoek, together with Jakob Rabbi slaughtered yet 
another 15 or 16 Portuguese by taking over the engenho of João .. 
Lestan. They wanted to do the sarne with the engenho of Fernando 
Mendes Potigi. but the 50 Portuguese were too strong and' they had to 
leave empty-handed. 

ln the mean time Lambertz, the pastor, and the Dutch 
soldiers, together with the 100 Tapuias left, passed through and 
reached the neighbourhood of Goiana. He had to go over land because 
the Tapuias r.efused to enter boats. Perhaps the bark would have been 
to small anyhow. At this point the Indians, fearing strong resistance 
from this Portuguese centre of engenhos, fled back to their homeland 
eastwards of the Rio Grande and Cunhá (64). Lambertz, some gifts 
poorer and an experience richer, had to march all the way back to Fort 
Margaretha (in the city João Pessoa of today) and from there returned 
to Recife over sea like he had come (65). 

The High Council decided this time to write letters. One letter 
to king Janduvi, one to Jakob Rabbi, chief of the sinners of Cunhá, and 
one to Roelof Baro 'om hen aen te moedigen tot hunner beider 
bescherming, de wapenen 1net de onzen samen te voegen, teneinde de 
Portugesen die derwaerts gegaan waren, te mogen slaen en verjagen' 
(to stimulate them to join their weapons with ours to conquer the 
fugitive Portuguese and chase them). The proposal had some success. 
For the moment the Tapuias continued to fight at the side of the Dutch. 
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Somewhat structured when they were forced to do so, but mostly as 
individuais in the way they wanted and when they wanted (66). 

Seen by Western eyes the Tapuias were worse soldiers than 
the Tupí. If the fight turned against them, they ran away like horses, 
in contrast to the Brazilians who fought ferociously and were much 
feared for their arrows. N ieuhof. commenting on a situation at 
ltamaracá in 1645: 'Mannelijk en trouwlijk queten zich aldaar de 
Brasiliaenen' (manly and faithfully the B. proved themselves). ln 
return the Dutch took the women and children from the aldeias round 
lgarassú over to Schopstad to protect them against the Portuguese 
inside the 'fort around the church'. The place on the island ltamaracá 
was named after the commander of German-Dutch origin Sigismund 
von Schoppe who built on the top of a strategic hill a fort and a small 
village in the years 1633-1654 (67). 

The Cunhá event is an example of the strange relationship in 
which these two parties co-existed. A mighty westem army with its 
military experience, its strategic ltalian, French and Dutch theories 
and for that time sophisticated weaponry and instruments on the one 
side. On the other side a nation of illiterate, fairly n~ked, primitively 
armed jungle-men, who sneaked like snakes and ran faster than a 
horse. For this reason, their superior adaptability to the overpowering 
Brazilian nature, merciless to those not accustomed to survive, the 
underdogs were the cultivated, educated, Dutch. 

Sooner than expected the fragile thread of friendship carne to 
an end·by the 'case Garstman'. Joris Garstman was one of the Dutch 
artillery captains in Brazil of the first hours, playing a role in fighting 
the Portuguese guerrillas. He was known as a fire-eater, and his 
military career was as successful as the Dutch occupation of those 
days. ln 1633 he is mentioned among the conquerors of the Island 
ltamaracá and in the sarne year as one of the victors at the Arrayal 
Velho, Albuquerque's stronghold on the mainland (68). In the 
beginning of the exploration of Rio Grande he and his troops 
accompanied Arcizcewski and Stachouwer as captains. ln 1636 
however he is mentioned by De Laet as the commander of Rio 
Grande but not in a positive sense, being suspected of correspondence 
with the enemy through the person of a certain Padre Vicario, to 
render Fort Ceulen to the Portuguese. After summoning Garstman to 
Recife, the Padre was imprisoned and both were interrogated 
separately; but no prove against them was obtained ( 69). Back in Rio 
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Grande in the following years Garstman, would occupy himself with 
the establishment of the Dutch govemment. 

Then another tragedy happened, described by Nieuhof and 
Moreau (70). ln 1646 Garstman killed Jakob Rabbi, accusing him of the 
murder on his. wife's father. This deed upset the Tapuias, firmly backed 
by Janduvi this time. Deputies were sent to Recife. claiming the 
delivery of Garstman so they could kill him themselves. Although 
deploring Garstman's deed deeply, the Counsellors refused to do so. 
The Indians insisted, demanding an attitude of understanding, 
emphasising their loyalty and readiness to help the Dutch out in 
difficult situations, be it in the military or in the fields or salines. The 
only moments they had used iron instruments it had been on behalf of 
the Dutch. Their chief Jakob Rabbi didn't do any harm nor evil. If he 
had stolen cattle from Garstman's father-in-law it only occurred because 
of the temporary scarc'ity of food. It couldn't be that the Dutch would let 
their Indian fuends suffer from starvation while there was enough to 
share? ln the meantime another rumour carne to Recife: Rabbi 
supposedly collected a lot of treasury with all his robberies. Garstman, 
waiting for a chance to acquire these treasures, and finally having 
located the hiding place, jumped at the opportunity to get rid of him and 
pick the spoil. 

Hearing this, the High Council promised the lndian delegation 
to do justice, but only based on Dutch, not Indian law and jurisdiction. 
To show their good will they arrested Garstman in their presence. ln the 
process to follow he cowardly accused his lieutenant, Jan Boulan, who 
was imprisoned with him, of the murder and with him four ordinary 
soldiers. Boulan discharged two of them, admitted his participation but 
underlined strongly this command was ordered by his superior 
Garstman. The High Council set the two discharged soldiers free. 
Garstman was blaimed for the attempt to put the murder on somebody 
ranked below him. Boulan however was blamed too, because he could 
have refused, knowing about Rabbi's position in the Indian field . The 
two men were considered as equally guilty by taking Rabbi 's life and 
possessions. All their properties were confiscated, and dishonoured they 
and their families were sent back to Holland. 

Because of the rather abstract nature of this judgement, 
Janduvi and his Tapuias were not satisfied at ali. They remained 
angry because of the fact the Dutch begrudged them the possibility of 
taking revenge. Before returning to their homeland they threatened 

• 
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that the Dutch would be sorry for their deeds. And so ít happened. On 
their way back they killed ali the Dutch they met, on the roads as well 
as in the engenhos. Only a small Tapuia group remained faithful , 
again the Tarairiou headed by .. . who else but Janduvi (70). lt was not 
until some years later, after the Guararapes battles, that he to was 
f orced to stop supporting the Dutch. 

The Dutch reacted by cruel raids against the 'revolting' 
Tapuias in the North. To this effect they incorporated a garrison of 
Negro soldiers, recruited from slaves. Moreau describes how these 
outraged people, after decapitating all caught lndians, marched 
around with their heads put on sticks, played football and finally 
threw them into the sea (71 ). Could these cruelties be seen as a 
revenge for the slaughter in 1644 of the Palmares villages? 

The 'case-Garstman' indirectly signified the beginning of the 
end of the Indian loyalty to the Dutch, which would tum out to be 
calamitous for the Dutch occupation in whole Neerlantsch Brasil. The 
contract of friendship started in 1630 and a few times renewed, based 
on animosity against a common enemy, proved to be useless in a 
situation were morality on both sides was measured 

1
with different -

or is it more precis& to say: no? - standards. 

Education and religion 

Ali documentalists, both catholic and protestant, draw 
attention to either the savageness or the lack of religious notion of the 
aborigines. ln stead of praying to God they believed in some animistic 
creatures, ghosts or souls, with whom the f eiticeiros ( wizards) could 
make contact by specific ritual dances, drinks and feti shes. De Laet 
and Herckmans, as well as Baro and Nieuhof inform us about this. Of 
course the superior Christian point of view legitimated serious 
christianising missions. With the aim to civilise them, and to covey 
them to obey the rules of the white people, severa! educational plans 
and projects were discussed. 

Mello describes the conversion to Protestantism as one of the 
main subjects of interest of the WIC (72) . For that very reason the 
govemor wrote often to the Lords XIX. informing them on the 
progress on this subject. Although Protestant himself, his personal 
attitude to someone's religion has always been reasonable. ln his fare
well speech to the High Council in 1644, he stipulated tolerance to 
somebody's religious preferences as the best way to live together, 
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above all in difficult times, he added in a Machiavellian way (73). 
Regarding tolerance with the Indians, he advised the Council to 
permit them to tend their lives at their choice. not forcing them to take 
over the Protestant education to 'avoid them to tum the weapons they 
used so often in our favour against us' (74). 

Most audacious was the proposal for an educational exchange
program. A hundred young Brazilian boys (no girls) would be sent to 
Holland and the sarne number of Dutch orphans to Brazil. Leaming 
each others language ?t a young age would result in 200 fresh 
instructors to teach Dutch nonns on religion, dress and habits as well as 
handicrafts to the poor savages in che interior. Apart from the 
patemalistic aspects, which were normal for that time, this program 
sounds rationalistic and even not entirely unreasonable. Nobody did 
bother or even think about the fact that the young Indians would have to 
leave their parents, country, climate and customs, and thus had more to 
loose than the orphans. lt was not for this reason but because of the high 
costs that the plan was not realised. 

Around 1639, another, less expensive solution was proposed: 
seminaries! Rereto the Dutch Calvinistic dominees (ÍJastors) like 
Franciscus Plante, Peter Lantman, Thomas Kemp, David Doorselaer 
and Paul Serooskercke as well as the Anglican Samuel Rathelar, the 
Huguenote Vincent Joachim Soler and the Gennan Lutheran Jodocus a 
Stetten (the Dutch army consisted of almost all European nationalities) 
had to leam the native language as much as they did not speak it already 
like David Dooreslaer and Johannes Eduard, who were preaching in 
Goiana in Tupí and using a Spanish catechism (75). ln 1640 a new 
Dutch catechism appeared with two translations, one in Portuguese and 
one in Tupí, including some prayers, the Godsdienst van de Christelijke 
Hervormde Leer (The Christian Refonned Religion). Inclusive the 
many instructions - mainly relating the Protestant attitude with regard 
to the Jewish religion!- this would be the most important book in the 
Indian schools. The schools were located in severa} villages. The 
christianising of the Indians only regarded the Brasilianen, since the 
nomad Tapuias didn't live in aldeias, nor did they speak Tupí. 

It seems not tô be accidental that these Protestant seminaries 
preferably were located in some new aldeias bearing a Nassovian 
name like Maurícia, Nassau and Aurianum ( orange ), by which the 
governar could show the Lords XIX bis goodwill towards their 
conversion program. Gilberto Freyre comments that the best part of 
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the education had been the teaching of handicrafts. By doing so the 
schools developed among the youngsters a great skilfulness to all 
kind of handwork and embroidery (76). Throughout the following 
centuries handicraft in pottery, weaving and embroidery would be 
major activities of the Indians in the aldeias. 

The Dutch seminary system was structured as follows. At the 
age of five to seven the boys had to be intemed and for some years 
clothed, nourished and taught about all the good things the Calvinistic 
civilisation had to offer. Once a week or at least once every two 
weeks the children were allowed to visit their aldeias to see their 
parents. Although the last were not willing at ali to surrender their 
children to the foreign teachers for such a long time, this type of 
school seems to have functioned reasonably well. ln 1654 the 
Portuguese met Indian children and young men behaving themselves 
in ways entirely different from their own people. Indçctrinated with 
the everlasting blessings of Christianity these scholars, often already 
installed as instructors at the sarne seminaries where they had studied, 
were zealots, brainwashed enthusiasts, walking around in European 
clothes with books under their arms. Because of their advanced 
knowledge they were not seldom regarded by their own people as 
oracles. 'lt cost us a lot less to make them useful than it cost the 
Dutch', Mello quotes eyewitness Padre Antônio Vieira, 'they only had 
to be converted .. .' (77). 

Some Indians; like Pieter Poty and Antonio Parapawa, did 
integrate almost completely in the Dutch community (78). The 
inventory, composed by an official of economic affairs, Francisco de 
Mesquita (also Misquita) of weapons, military and official buildings, 
and houses rendered by the Dutch in 1654 is an important source for 
the study of the social stratification of the town (79). ln the list of 
sobrados (houses with two stories) of the town we encounter on 
number 29 the mentioning of an Indian: 'Some houses with two 
stories with three shops in the sarne road (like ín no 28) which had the 
front to the road leading to the bridge and the backside to the river, 
fabricated by the Indian ,Benjamin de Pena, where nowadays lives 
Manoel da Silva' (80). As .the inventory shows. Benjamin de Pena 
seems to remain an exception, disappearing with the Dutch. 

Religion is related to ethic and moral standards. This 
considers not only educational programs but also marriage, baptism, 
social relationships and all other aspects of social life. The letters to 
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the High Council from Soler with his criticism on the bad behaviour 
of the inhabitants of Recife are known and described or quoted by 
Moreau and Nieuhof. Of Soler's colleague, the German pastor 
Jodocus a Stetten, called 'Dominee Astetten' or ('Anstetten') we know 
he was accompanying Willem Lambertzs on his mission to the 
Tapuias after the killing of the people of Cunhá. Probably the High 
Council hoped there would go out some positive influence from the 
civilised preacher to the wild adventurer Rabbí. Since both carne from 
Germany, they could have their conversations in their mother
language. Anstetten knew the province already, as appears from his 
notes in a sort of diary about the state of the churches in Paraíba. The 
notes started on the 1 si of October 1635. A small part of the notes was 
discovered serendipitously by the author in 1986. while exploring the 
State Archives in The Hague (ARA) in behalf of her book on the 

' 
origin of Recife (81 ). Astetten's notes give an insight into the practical 
details of his job. The story of the Negro slave Francisca who was 
captured in 1632 in the region of Olinda and immediately got 
pregnant by her master Captain Daij at Recife ( on1niddellijk bevrucht 
worden ), is one of the stories of this diary mentioned briefly in the 
book on Recife (82). Astetten tells this history in great detail. After 
the swelling of her belly six month after the capture. the captain 
preferred the loose of a slave to be compromised: 'Soo loope voor den 
duijvel daer ghij wilt. Segt ooc niet dat ick de vader vant kindt ben' 
(Go to the devi! if you like and do not tell either that 1 am the father 
of the child) sending her away to Fernando de Noronha. The small 
fort served as a hospital for wounded soldiers and is still named: 
'Forte dos Re1nédios '. Here her daughter was bom and baptised by the 
visitar of the sick, Deijrck Janssen, with the name Elunam. 

The woman managed to go with her child to friends in 
Paraíba, where she asked the donzinee to baptize her daughter 
officially. Astetten adds: N.B. dit kindt was soo groot ais ten H. doop 
gepresenteert werde, dat het gaan conde (the child was so big when 
presented to the Holy Baptism that it could walk). Astetten noted 
other baptisms of Negro adults and of a couple too. Of baptisms of 
Indians no information is found. The trip to Paraíba was a horror to 
Astetten: 'heeft rnij seer suer opgebroken ' (did make me feel very 
bad). he notes, promising to tell more about it at another place, but no 
further references are found. He must have been dazzled by the many 
assaults he witnessed on this long trip through difficult regions (83). 
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During the conquest of Fort Maurits at Penedo in 1647, 
Astetten was made prisoner of war by the Portuguese and sent to 
Bahia as a hostage. His wife forced the Council to do something 
about it, and as the Portuguese werc not unwilling to accept two 
Franciscan friars in exchange for his person, Astetten's fate seemed to 
become better. He wrote a letter to the friars, thanking them for their 
attitude of doing such for him and his family . Moreau tells how 
narrow-minded the Dutch reacted by stipulating: 'one man - one man' 
and the friars, unwilling to leave each other, remained in Dutch hands 
and Astetten in Bahia (84). 

Moreau also mentions how he, after the short re-conquest of 
Fort Maurits at Penedo in 1646. found a room with strange arms, 
images and corpses made of paper. looking like a play (85). lt is not 
unlikely we have here a prove of voodoo. ln specific acts the Indian 
feiticeiros made imitations of the enemy's appearance to bewitch him. 
Nieuhof: 'The Brazilian people of the Potiguaras have a certain 
method to bewitch the ones they want to harm. They call it: 
Ambamombikoab', and so did the slaves (86). Could tnis have been 
done by Negro soldiers or lndians serving the Portuguese, trying by 
voodoo to bewitch the Dutch enemy? Or were ít simple requisites of a 
theatre play to amuse the troops? 

The promiscuity in the cities and the interior of the Dutch 
colony was enormous. The govemment tried to stop it by sanctioning 
rules. A rule against pregnancy of female slaves was to set them free . 
'That was a hard punishment', Moreau comments, 'because they lost a 
valued possession' (87). This didn't work out as the rulers expected, 
many women remaining with their mulatto-children in their master's 
home. 'Godlessness was enormous; there were many churches in 
Recife but they were poorly frequented', Moreau exclaímed (88). He 
informs us about the incest practised by Dutchmen and Jews alike 
with the children procreated with their female slaves. As a next 
attempt to restrain interracial relations, the desperate Council asked 
their Lords to send women (euphemism for prostitutes) over to the 
colony, overcrowded by too many viril e males. Soler fulminated: 'Vos 
officiers et leurs putains ... ! ' (89). From these prostitutes in 1654 a 
few still lived in Recife, listed in the Inventário of Mesquita. 

Marriage between Dutchmen and Black or lndian women 
were forbidden, although little could be done about it when the man's 
position was untouchable. Probably as an example, the comet Gerard 
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Beem wanting to live officially with an Indian woman in Ceará, was 
deported to Holland. As this happened as late as 1649, this judgement 
carne at a rather late stage to be effective. There were many 
christianised Negro slaves, but even they were not allowed to marry, 
until in 1644, the number of set free unmarried mothers had increased 
too much. Notwithstanding the High Council's disapproval we know 
the names of many men married to or living with Indian women; not 
only adventurers like Jakob Rabbi and Roelof Baro, who could have 
been accused of a-social behaviour or romanticism avant-la-lettre, 
but esteemed men like Willem Doncker, Jacob Listry and many 
others (90). For sure these Dutchmen took the relationship with the 
Indians as concrete as possible. 

Notable in this context is the Freyre's theory on the 
integration of the Brazilians into the Portuguese culture and society 
that would have been forwarded by the manifold marriages between 
Portuguese men and Indian women (91 ). Interesting in ~his regard are 
the answers of the recently interviewed Karapotó women Zenai'de and 
Maria dos Anjos, given in 1998, concluding that everybódy should 
remain within his or her own race. 'Indio· com branco é que nem 
cachorro com gato' (like a dog anda cat) (92). Also the christianising 
Catholic fathers would have had a less difficult job in the societies 
where mixed marriages were common (93 ). If only the Calvinistic 
pastors would have been so clever. 

Very interesting looks Freyre's remark on the treatment in the 
authentic Indian communities of daughters from father's brothers' side 
or those from the side the mother's family. The nieces from the first 
were well treated, whereas the nieces from the wife's family only 
served as a 'sack out from which children were bom' (Rodolfo Garcia 
quoted by Freyre). He demonstrates by this the patriarchal heritage of 
the Indians (94). ln this light the preferences of the son of Janduvi's 
sister can be seen in an other perspective. 

Biodiversification 

Of the relationship between the Indians and Dutch in 17th 
century Brazil one aspect remains until the present day. This concems 
the influence of aboriginal healing experience on the medical 
knowledge of the Northem Netherlands, and indeed the whole of 
Europe. By Herckmans, Van der Dussen and Nieuhofwe already saw a 
glimpse of it. Willem Piso, personal doctor of Johan Maurits van 
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Nassau, with his open mind for native knowledge, would become the 
recognised authority on the subject. ln Brazil he wrote letters, made 
notes, comments and annotations during all his voyages at the side of 
his patron and on all other occasions of his voyages. Doing such so 
diligently, he sometimes took other one's descriptions as his own. 
Certainly, we owe to him the folio publication of the Historia Natura/is 
Brasiliae. Libri III with descriptions, illustrations and advises of 
hundreds of herbs, fruits, mammals, birds, fishes and insects with 
medical or pharmacological comments, of which several are used in 
today's modem medicine (95). Ruy dos Santos Pereira, a specialist on 
medical history, wrote in his biography on Piso about the Historia 
Natura/is: 'O livro de Piso é em realidade o primeiro Tratado de 
Medicina Interna, co1n ênfase sobre as doenças mais freqüentes no 
Pernambuco seiscentista. E supera de longe tudo o que até então se 
tinha escrito ou se veio a escrever no Brasil Colonial' (96). 
International pharmaceutical enterprises in our time send their explorers 
to the Amazon regions every year during the short three month period 
when those regions are accessible, lôoking for infonnation on unknown 
lndian methods ofhealing and natural medicine (97). 

1 

ln the 1648 edition of the Historia Natura/is, the dedication to 
Johan Maurits van Nassau in the name of Georg Marcgraf was 
mentioned posthumously at the side of Piso as Marcgraf died in 
Angola on his return to Holland in 1644. He contributed a lot to Piso's 
success by the precise and magnificent images of plants and creatures 
he produced. Ten years later Piso published an annotated version of 
the Historia, together with his collaegue Johannes Bontius, an expert 
on medication and medicine in the East lndies: De lndiae utriusque 
Re Natura/is et Mediei. Libri XIV (98). Although many illustrations 
and the indications written by Marcgraf were still used in this edition, 
Marcgraf s name had disappeared. Albert Eeckhout, also participating 
in this collection, was left out everywhere; reason why his work can 
be tecognised only on stylistic and deductive grounds. 

Nassau personally possessed about 800 flora and fauna 
pictures, made by his artists in Brazil and serving him as an auxiliary 
to distract his mind. He annotated many of the pictures himself. Back 
in Europe, the illustrations of the flora and fauna from his beloved 
Brazil were the pride possession of the humanistic ex-governor. To 
the comments on the images he often added his own remarks. A 
visitor of the Mauritshuis in 1644, Adolph Vorstius, wrote to 
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Constantijn Huygens on the 20111 of December 1644: ' How refreshing 
the contemplation of so many with experíence painted fishes, 
mammals, birds, insects and plants, living in America. With what a 
courtesy he reached over to us, while we were sitting near him, image 
after image, so we could look at them carefully' (99). 

Nassau's name is also praised by Christian Mentzel ( 1622-
1701) in 1660 who. being a natural scientist himself, organised the 800 
watercolours, oil paint studies and drawíngs presented by Nassau in 
1652 to Friedrich Wilhelm, Elector of Brandenburg, together with 
many other Brazilian requisites among which paintings from Eeckhout 
and fumiture . ln retum the powerful German ruler incorporated him in 
the royal class, installed him as Stadtholder from Cleve. Meanwhile this 
Clevian territory was honoured with the foundation of a university at 
Duisburg and the new prince himself with the distinguished signs of the 
Order ofthe White Elephant as well the Order of Saint John (100). 

The Elector wanted the papers, by that time distributed over 
severa} places and castles, to be collected. The collection was 
organised by Christian Mentzel in four tomes, together bound into 
two volumes. As Theatrurn Reru1n naturalium Brasiliae the books 
became part of the Libri Picturati of the State Library of Berlin. 
Although everybody considered these books to be lost, ín 1975 the 
800 illustrations happened to be found back by C. Sprague and P.J.P. 
Whitehead as the Libri Principis in the Jagiellon Library at Krakov, 
Polen ( 1O1 }. ln 1995 a Brazilian-English facsimile publication of the 
'Theatrum' as they were called briefly. was realised in five volumes 
including all the wonderful pictures integrally. combined wíth 33 
'loose' illustrations on Brazilian subjects, the so-called Miscellanea 
Cleyeri ( 102). This edition offers the opportunity to a larger public to 
take notice of a magnificent and lasting testimony of 17111 century 
dedication to the science of nature. It appears that Mentzel took his 
personal annotations on the pictures from the 1648 and 1658 editions 
from Piso. The Cleyeri papers apparently belonged to his private 
collection. The majority of the images certainly carne from Marcgraf 
but on stylistic grounds some can be attributed to Eeckhout, and 
probably also a few to Wagner or other artists ( 103 ). 

Attention has to be called to the following: in volume V we 
find some pictures of Negroes and Indíans classified in the sarne 
volume as fellow-creatures from monkey to beetles; ab homine ad 
insecta is added instructively (!04). This leads back to the centric 
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European -(read: white )- philosophy of the time. Mentzel's main 
scientific preoccupation with the content of this volume was the 
question of the location of the insects and amphibians, filling up the 
space that was left in a proper way, saving an opportunity of 
categorising the Flora integrally in one last volume. 

The portraits too remain anonymous. The men and women 
(oil on paper work) are at best classed by names like 'Chilene King' , 
'Nigrita', 'an other of the Negros' , 'Brazilian woman' (with child), two 
times: 'Tapuia man' and one time 'Tapuia woman', a 'Brazilian with an 
infected skin', and an 'Albino Negro'. Some .drawings of Tapu1as in 
red and grey chalk, are indicated by 'Tapuya' on the paper, together 
with a number of Negro images. Human beings, species of bio
diversity, presented as prove of the monkey's likeness to man. 
Notwithstanding this ethic amendment-; especially the portraits in 
chalk on pages 18 and 19, a Tapuia woman and man are of an almost 
unbelievable beauty ( 105). 

As we have seen, the function of this kind ,of botanical 
documentation was not only to satisfy preferences for the Aristotelian 
philosophy or to respond to a hedonistic pleasure. The 

/ 
social need for 

new methods to cure menacing diseases justified such scientific 
explorations, to the severest of which belonging the venerean 
illnesses. Because of the uncontrglled sexual behaviour of its 
inhabitants, the colony had become a pool of syphilis and gonorrhoea. 
The social circumstances of the community and its complexity were 
joíntly responsible for this. Recife grew out from some 1000 
inhabitants in 1636 to a metropolis in the forties of arouncl 5 to 6000 
people, most of them being whites and Negro slaves. 

After the siege of Recife in 1645 the majority of the slaves 
were removed from the town, leavíng behind circa 4000 Europeans, 
living in houses of which in 1654 only a 448 were registered 
(Inventário). ln a community where fresh water was scarce, for sure 
when a city suffered from war, sanitary facilities were bad. 
Knowledge about protection against venereal diseases was poor. 
Much is written on the subject of the 'sifilisação' of Brazil, for 
instance by Gilberto Freyre (106). Georg Marcgraf's notation on page 
48 of the Historia Natura/is on a certain herb the lndians used against 
gonorrhoea, of which disease even the govemor was suffering, is 
mentioned by Mello ( 107). Comparing this remark to the plates of the 
1995 edition of the Theatrun1 , the índex of tome V on the !cones 
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Vegetabilium mentions two times the indication '481 and two times 
'4 7-49' ( 108). These pages refer to the illustrations of four plants: 
'Pacaceróca', 'Pino', 'Ananachicariri' and 'Camaibae· sp.', respectively, 
of which the last two are not found. Nevertheless, the name of the last 
mentioned species will sound familiar. 

Conclusion 

The relationship between the lndians and the Dutch in the l 7th 
century was of an ambiguous character. The testimonies of this 
'mutual inheritance' of the first decades are written ín blood and tears. 
Along with the armies there marched, Graças a Deus, some bright 
spirits to whom we owe a view of the other side of the medal or at 
least of its edge. Together, the positive forces as well as the evil ones, 
resulted in putting the lndians and their cultural heritage on the map 
of the world, thus introducing them into the· written history of man. 

Which history? Who says 'evil'? Who says 'positive'? 

Ali events occur at a certain moment in time, unique in its 
very existence, happening with specific accents in a speciflc period. 
Interpretation depends likewise on the very moment one is 
interpreting something. Therefore all interpretations will differ from 
each other, because all moments, every moment, has its own context 
and so has the interpreter and so have the interpreted events. History 
is not only the product of observation, it is at the sarne time a product 
of interpretation, of a chain of interpretations. Its links may look 
similar but they are ali different. Events will have analogues, but 
there always will be another context, making the analogl:}e never 
equal to the original event. 

From Sir Karl Raimund Popper we know the principies of the 
logic of the situation. No moment and literally no-thing can be 
repeated (109). Objectivity can hardly be obtained, even in 
positivistic science. Somebody's interpretations are related to, and 
interfering with, the specific character, ambience and needs of the 
interpreter's personality. By being aware of this, man has the 
opportunity to raise his levei of inter-subjectivity ( 110). 

This essay on the relationship of two nations of such different 
cultures and ethic interpretations was not meant as a complete 
compilation of historical documents, nor as an attempt of objectivity 
in qualifying actions and reactions in the positivístic verification
mode. It is an essay in the real signification of the word, an attempt to 
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explain the events in the current of time by considering them from 
different sides, giving due regard to their context. 

With relation to this it seems fair to close this essay on the 
miscellaneous results of that relationship with an Indian tale. A real 
one this time. It tells about the name of one of the many rivers in 
Paraíba. This river, the Rio Gramame, together with the Rio 
Mumbaba, function~d as the main route between Frederikstad (João 
Pessoa) and the regions of Goiana, still existing by the sarne name 
(111 ). A beautiful, old little story, surely known by many readers, but 
worth to be heard again in this context. Apart from the etymology it 
tells more. lt works like a mirror, showing in ali its simplicity how 
anthropological and historical information has to be regarded from a 
holistic point of view, free from prejudice. 

'The Potiguaras caught a young··man from a hostile tribe and 
handed him over to a woman in the village to look after, ordering her 
to guard him and to feed him well, for they wanted to eat him in the 
future . The woman acquitted herself so well of this task that she and 
the young man, who's name was Guará, fell in love with each other. 
For a long time the villagers couldn't get hold of Guárá, because the 
elders of the village did not want to disturb the woman and letting her 
become a testimony for future violence. So they waited, until on a 
certain day she left the aldeia. The men took the opportunity and 
caught the young man taking him with them to slay him at a place 
near the river. The woman - it is uncertain if she carne back earlier 
than f oreseen or for other reasons - hearing what was happening, 
carne running to the riverside, took the victim in her arms and, , 
embracing him, screamed: "O Guara mama", meaning: my Guará, 
they want to kill you. That is how this ri ver got its name'. 

INDIAN TALES, REFERENCES AND NOTES 

Contact and contract 

1. MELLO, José Antonio Gonsalves de, Tempo dos Flamengos. Recife 
(1944), 1978; p 28. 
The book signifies a standard work on Brazilian-Dutch history. 

2. LAET, Joannes de, Historie ofte laerlyck Verhael van de Verrichtingen 
der Geoctroyeerde West-lndische Copmpagnie Zedert haer Beginl tot 
het eynde van 'tjaer sestihien-hondert ses-en-dertich, bBegrepen in 
Derthien Boecken, Ende met verscheyden koperen Platen versiert. 
(Leyden 1644 ), 's Gravenhage, 1931, 4 vols. 
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ln his position from financial secretary in the board of the WIC, member 
of the Chamber of Amsterdam, and representing the Chamber of Leiden, 
De Laet left us thirteen most instructive books, known as the Jaerlyck 
Verhael, describing the actions of the Dutch in the West Indies between 
1624 and 1636. Samuel Pierre L' Honore Naber edited it in four volumes 
in charge of the Linschotenvereniging. J.C.M. Wamszinck fmished the 
last volume after Naber's death, including a biographic essay on the 
Polish general Crestoffle d'Artichau et d'Arciszewski. Vol. I on 1624-
1626 ; voL II on 1627-1630; vol. III on 1631-1633 and vol. IV on 1634-
1636. 

3. ibid., II, p 154. 

4 . .ibid., II, p 154. 

5. MELLO, op. cit., pp 197-198. Mello quotes from LAET: Histoire du 
Nouveau Monde a french translation from 1640 of the original ·Latin 
( 1625) and Dutch editions Níeuwe Werelt o fie Beschrijvinghe van West
Jndien, Leiden 1630. This (the original. oldfashioned French) passus on 
the lndians sounds: 'nous avons veu souvent en les Provinces Unies. 
apris en nostre tangue, sçavoir escrire e estre instruicts aux príncipes de 
la Religion Chrestienne,· nous avons reçeu en que/que façon d 'eux la 
cognoissan,ce de ces regions '. Pieter Poty and Antonio Parapawa are the 
most known of this group. The latter served circa 1636 with a group 
Brasilianen under the command of Major Mansveldt in the fields and 
hills from lguarassú, and was used as a translator by many Dutch 
officers, LAET, op.cit.I, IV, p 260. See note 76. 
To Hessel Gerrítsz we owe the first useful topographic map from 1630 
on Olinda and Recife: Pascaert van de ghelegenheyt van 'Parnambuc', 
which finds itselfin Rotterdam, coll. Atlas van Stolk no 1712. 

6. SOARES DE SOUSA, Gabriel (1504-1591), Tratado Descritivo do 
Brasil em 1587. The first publication of this Treatise appeared in 1851 
by F .A.de Vamhagen. ln 1971 this edition was republished by the 
University of São Paulo. The information on Potiguaras and other tribes 
is of great importance. lt differs in some aspects fundamentally from the 
later Dutch descriptions conceming names and customs. For instance he 
calls the Potiguaras very bellicious and less domesticated than the 
Tapuias. He mentions already the Caetés, with whom they used to fight 
before those left for the sertão, and of the band now and then with the 
Tapuias to fight the Caetés again, pp 54-55. lt is likely De Laet knew 
Soares' work, and for sure he used the earlier dates published in his own 
Nieuwe Werelt to adstruct the later laerlyck Verhael. 

7. Ernst van BOOGAART, De bevolking van Nederlands Brazilie, 
I979//98 in: BOOGAART, F.J. DlJPARC jr. et ai. , Zo wijd de wereld 
strekt, Mauritshuis, Den Haag 1979, 120-135. (Zo vvijd de wereld strekt, 
Qua Patet Orbis, So far the World Expands, was the Count'sdevice). The 
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catalogue is dedicated to Joaquim de Sousa-Leão, specialist on the artist 
of Dutch Brazil. 
See also: Ernst van den BOOGAART, Infernal A/fies. The Dutch West 
Jndia Company and the Tarairiu 1631-1634, in: BOOGAART, E.van 
den, H.R.HOETINK & P.J.P. WHITEHEAD, Johan Maurits van 
Nassau-Siegen 1604-1679. A Humanist Prince in Europe and Brazil, 
The Hague, 1979, pp 519-538. The book contains among others articles 
on Dutch medicine in Brazil (F.GUERRA) and on Ds.Vincent Joaquin 
Soler (J.A.GONSALVES DE MELLO). It appeared in 1980, although 
planned somewhat earlier. 

8. LAET, op.cit., III, p143. 
9. ibid., p 208. 

1 O. BARLAEUS/BRANDÃO, p 49; see note 23. 
11 . MELLO, op.cit.: pp 208-209. 

12. LAET, IV, pp 46-50. The name of Chief Weletyawa is also written: 
'Beretyaba', indicating the change of friction- and plop-sounds. 

13. ibid., IV, pp 51 -52.From 1630 until the arrival of Johan Maurits van 
Nassau, the govemment in Neerlandts (or: Hollantsch = Dutch) Brasil 
was formed by three Wise Men, called Politieke Raad (Political 
Council). After 1637 they were called Hoge Raad (High Council). 

14. ALMEIDA, Luiz Sávio de (organizador), Edson SILVA & Milena 
FERREIA D~ ALBUQUERQUE, Dois dedos de prosa com os 
Karapotó, Maceió 1996. ln the modem revival of Indian studies this 
little book means an important contribution to anthropology by us\ng 
historian methodology of the document humain as historian source, , 
developed by the Eco/e des Annales. See note 42. 
On Indian languages: today in Brazil are spoken some 200 different 
Indian languages; 23 of them only in use by less than 50 persons and the 
Apiaka even by two. Fearing the most of these mostly not-documented 
linguístíc varíetíes will be dístinguíshed at the end of the 21 th century, 
linguists as Michael Krause, Valteir Martins and Pierre Angenot and his 
wife composed a computer program to save the remaining words for the 
future. 

15. LAET op.cit. , IV 50-51. The in aldeias living Indians of the tribes 
befriended with the Portuguese, perhaps were descendants of earlier 
chirstianising practises of the Jesuits, see Serafim LEITE, note 74. This, 
remark is affirmed by MELO, saying the Carapotó, 'descendants from a 
Cariri tribe', were 'reduzidos à fê católica' (brought back to the Catholic 
believe ), MELO, Josimir Camilo de, O Resgate da História lndígina na 
Paraíba. Notas para uma Pesquisa Ethnohistoriográfica, in: 

' ALMEIDA, Luiz Sávio de, Marcos GALINDO & Edson SILVA, Indios 
do Nordeste: temas e problemas, Maceió, 1999, p 216. 
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16. WARNSINCK, J.C.M., Christoffel Artichewski, in: DE LAET, Iaerlick 
Verhael, vol.IV, pp XXVII-LXXIII, p XXXV. 

17. ibid., p XLVII. 
18. MELLO, quoting Baro, op. cit. , p 158. 
19. SOARES DE SOUSA, op.cit. , p 55 . 
20. HOETINK, Hans, R., Exotisme, in: BOOGAART et al. I, pp 201 -214. 

Pages 204-205 show the 'Treatment of prisoners of war by the Tupí', a 
frieze of ca lQ?O, assumely belonging to the former interior of the WIC 
House in Amsterdam, now in the collection of the Rijksmuseum at 
Amsterdam. 

21 . MOREAU, Pierre, Histoire des demiers troubles du Brésil, entre les 
Hollandais et les Portugais, Paris 1651, translated in Dutch by 
J.H.GLAZEMAKER, Klare en Waarachtige Beschrijving van de leste 
Beroerten en Afval der Portugezen in Brasil. Amsteram, 1652, p 5. 

22. HERCKMANS, Elias, Algemenene Beschrijving van Paraíba, ARA, 
OWIC, box 46. 

23 . BAERLE,Caspar van/ BARLAEUS, Res Brasilial Rerum per octennium 
in Brasília et alibi nuper gestarum, sub praefectura Illustrissimi Comitis 
J .Mauritii Nassoviae etc.. Comitis, nunc vesaliae Gubernatoris & 
Equatus Foederatorum Belgii Ord. sub Auriaco Doctoris, Historia. The 
first publication (Amsterdam 164 7) was in Latin, the second in German 
(Cleve 1660) because of the Count's wish to make the book universally 
accessible. ln 1980 appeared a beautiful Portuguese translation of 'the 
Barlaeus' by the hands of CLAÚDIO BRANDÃO, edited by the 
Fundação Joaquim Nabuco, Recife, 1980: História dos feitos 
recentemente praticados durante oito anos no Brasil (History of the 
facts recently happened during the eight years stay in Brazil) inclusive 
the topgraphic and narrating illustrations. The most of them are made 
after originais by Frans Post. The Barlaeus qotings here are derived from 
this edition. The publication of this Brazilian opus contributed much to 
the tercentennary commemoration of the still - or fmal~y?- famous 
govemor of Neerlantsch Brasil; in fact the only govemor the Dutch did 
ever install. Facts and dates on Paraíba, derived from the joumal of 
Herckmans (by Barlaeus called Herckmann) will be found on pp 71 -76. 

Criticai notes in dito circumstances 

24. Baro's notations were kept by MOREAU and brought to Paris, where he 
translated the Dutch and published it in 1651: Relation du voyage de 
Roulox Baro, interprete and ambassadeur ordinaire de la Compagnie 
des Jndes de l 'Occident, au pays des Tapuies dans la terre f erme du 
Brasil. Commancé le troisiesme Avril 1647 e finy le quatorziesme luillet 
de la mesme année. Traduit d'Hollandois en François por Pierre 
Moreau. 
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Quilombo = village; term brought by the Negro slaves from Angola to 
Brazil. 

25. MELLO, op.cit., pp 202-203. 

26. HAECXS, Hendrick, Dagboek, redactie en publicatie: S.P.L'HONORÉ 
NABER, 1923-1925, pp 240-241 . On page 242 we find information on 
some precious stones (t'minnerael) found by Roelof Baro and obviously 
examinened by experts in Amsterdam, unfortunatedly analized as 
unworthy containing only some lead. 

27. SOLER, Vincent Joachim, Cort ende Sonderlingh Verhae! van eenen 
briej· van Monsieur. .. inde welcke hy . . . verhaelt verscheyden 
singulariteiten van 't Landt, 1639 (Short and peculiar story from a letter 
of Mister. .. telling some sigularities of the country). He also directed five 
letters to the Chamber of Zealand. ln the Cort ende Sonderlingh Verhael 
he is mentioning the position of the Negros which during the Dutch 
dominion was very bad. Soler's cri-de-coeur was one of the first calling 
attention to the question of the slavery, quote MELLO, op.cit, p 28, p 
272. MOREAU refers to this problem too, op.cit.I, 10-11 . 

28. ibid., pp 9-11. Highwayrnen were called the robbing Dutch soldiers who 
were obliged to live from what they could get because of the low pay. 
They did so often in the company of Indians. 

29. ibid. , p 36. 

30. One fresh egg costas much as a whole chicken: 10 guilders, ibid., p 15. 

31. ibid., pp 39-42. 

32. ibid., pp 13-15. 

33 . ibid., p 19. 

34. ibid., p 11. 

Anthropology 

35. AGUIAR, Wellington and Marcos Odilon RIBEIRO COUTINHO, 
Descrição Geral da Capitania da Paraíba republished and annotated 
edition of the first Paraibean publication of the Joumaal of Herckmans 
(see note 19) in the Almanaque do Estado, 1911 , João Pessoa, 1982. The 
references here relate to the 1982 edition. 

36. RIAHGP, tomo 5, nr 31 , pp 239-288. 

37. Although formally stayed Catholic, Erasmus was regarded by the 
humanists in the Northem Netherlands as an important link to 
Humanism of the Renaissance, developed in Italy already centuries 
earlier. Hendrik HOUWENS POST pointed out the relation of this 
subject to the Brazilian situation in his lecture "As Influências 
Erasmianas na Filosofia política de João Maurício de Nassau, vista 
através do ambiente da cultura neerlandesa do Século XVII", at the 
occasion of being laureated by the Instituto Histórico e Cultural Pêro 
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Vaz de Caminha at São Paulo in January 1982. One of the reasons for 
conflict between the count and the WIC actually has been the differences 
between the Erasmian humanist at one, and the dogmatic Calvinist at the 
other side. 

38. MOREAU, op.cit., p 33. 

39. HERCKMANS/AC, p 38. De Laet spells Caryrywassu and Carepoto, 
relating to the sarne tribe and person, LAET, op.cit. vol. III, p 50. 

40. ALMEIDA, Luiz Sávio de, Uma breve apresentação/ Um pouco da 
história sobre o Karapotó, in: ALMEIDA et al , op.cit.I. pp 17-24. See 
note 14. See special the testimonies of the interviewed inhabitants on 
their descendence on the pages 49, 53, 66, 92 and 96-97. Typical for the 
unwritten history, not a contradictio in terminis, the memorised history 
and thus literally 'tra-dition\ does not go farer than the grand- or grand
grandfather, as Almeida points out: 'Dois termos vão caracterizar o 
texto: memória e testemunho. Memória no sentido de que foi 
coletivamente construido um passado e que os Karapotó são capazes de 
evocá-la (-)' (Two terms characterise the text: memory and testimony. 
Memory in a notion that the past was constructed collectively. and that 
the K . are able to recall it), p 18. 

41. HERCKMANS/AC, pp 38-39. 

42. MEDEIROS FILHO, Olavo de, Os Tarairiús, extintos Tapuias do Nordeste, 
in: ALMEIDA, Luiz Sávio et ai, op.cit. II, 1999, pp 241-257. Medeiros 
offers an extensive study, quoting Herckmans on 242 and using his 
descriptions. ln the sarne publication we fmd a criticai study on existing 
sources, inclusive Herckmans, by MELO, Josimir Camilo de, O Resgate da 
História Indígena na Paraíba. Notas para uma pesquiça 
ethnohistoriográfica, pp 195-219. The list with Indian tribes at the end of the 
essay is elaborated very instructively. See notes 14 and 15. 

43. LAET, op.cit., vol. III, 25 where De Laet obviously puts facts and names 
from the Syens/ Gerritsz' joumal on the Baía de Traição. The chief of 
these Tapuias, Janduvi, calls De Laet 'Jandovi' or 'Jan de Wey', 
apparently one of his 'hollandisms': Jan = the most common Dutch 
Christian name for John, and wei = prairie. Janduvi, was a famous and 
mighty man, although heavily supported by the Dutch, being with bis 50 
wives and many children vulnarable. ln Nieuhof his name is written Jan 
Du wy, in Moreau as Jan Dary and Mello writes: Nhandi , while 
Coutinho mentions Janduí in nowadays Paraíba as still a common name 
(Herckmans/ AC 54). 

44. DUSSEN, Adriaan van der, Relaas over de Staat van de veroverde 
Gewesten van Brazil (Accout conceming the State of the conquerred 
Territories of Brazil) translated to the Portuguese by José Hygino 
DUARTE PEREIRA, Relatório sôbre as Capitanias conquistadas no 
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Brasil pelos Holandeses, 1640, Rio de Janeiro, 1947. Van der Dussen's 
Relatório is incorporated in BARLAEUS, pp 137-148. 
ln 1634 HERCKMANS published the poem: Der Zeevaart l of(Praise of 
Navigation) about the most remarkable navigations and the related 
origins and dooms of the empires. He belonged to the high positioned 
circle with the sarne contacts as Count Nassau, like Caspar van Baerle 
and Constantijn Huygens. The latter as a secretary of the Stadtholder 
Frederik Hendrik, was occupied with the survey on the construction of 
the Count's palace in The Hague, the Mauritshuis. lt is known that the 
Count took with him several Indians on his return to Holland in 1644, 
who amazed the invited people inside this palace with their appearance 
and dances. 

45. HERCKMANS/AC, p 31 . 
46. Concerning the river Inobi: 'Inobi is a Brazilian word that means 

'something peaked or sharp-edged.' Concerning the river Guargaú: 
'Guargaú is a Brazilian word, indicated â kind of fish by the Portuguese 
called peixe-boi (sea-cow, siren), because garga is the name of the fish, 
ú means water, so this means: the water of this fish (-). On some other 
rivers: 'A small river called Itapua, pouring into the Paraíba. It derives its 
name from a pointed stone (for Itapía means pointed stone, add Aguiar) 
which is in front of this little river (-); (-) the river Mumbaba which 
derives its name from the native word mombab, meaning 'place where 
the war ended' (-); (-) the way to Goaiana, which river the Indians call: 
Suasugaia which means: pigtail; why this little river has such a name, we 
don't know (-). On villages: (-) 'two nice aldeias Joacaca and Pindaúna. 
Joacaca is a Brazilian word that means: 'Embrace me', for the Indians 
surprised a woman of the Potiguares with a Tapuia man in the shade, 
saying to him: 'T'cheakoka', which means: embrace me. Pindaúna was 
the name of the Potiguar, who constructed the first houses of this village. 
Its means 'black fishhook', because it is a custom by this people to derive 
their names from something of nature or something they use(-); 'the ri ver 
Erioene which in the Brazilian language means: black honey'. 

47. COUTINHO relates the nan1e to the voyage of Americo Vespuzzi 
(whose proud sculpture decorates the Piazza at Greve, Chianti, ltaly) 
who in 1501 for the first time entering to the South-American coasts, 
lost three men who were devoured by Indians, showing themselves 
friendly in the beginning (HERCKMANS/AC, note 33). De Laet writes: 
Trajicianon, like the majority of the Dutch not able to pronounce or 
write the typical Portuguese nasal sounds ão and õe. preferring the 
Spanish form. 

48 . Like all documentalists he tells about the typical cashew-nut hanging on 
this fruit, painted in its abundance so marvellously by Albert Eeckhout. 
De LAET refers to the Cayous as the main food for the lndians together 
with fish. ln behalf of the lndians the cashew tree happened to be the 
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second protected tree in Brasil - the Pao Brasil (Brazil wood) was the 
frrst, being one of the privileges of the Company, op,cit., vol. IV, 48. See 
also note 55. 

49. BARLAEUS/BRANDÃO, pp 296-304. 
50. FLOOR, Peter, Jerzy GRA WRONSKI, Oscar HEFTING & Jaap Jan 

ZEEBERG, Nederlanders in de Straat van Magalhães, Amsterdam 1999. 
The last authentic Karweshkar left these environments after the Second 
World War, but a few still remained in their original way of life, more or 
less, in a small community near Puerto Eden on the isthmus of 
Wellington, pp 53-56. 

51 . MELLO, op.cit, p 114. 
52. NIEUHOF, Johan, Gedenkweerdige Zee- en Lant- Reize Behelzende AI 

hetgeen op dezelve is voorgevallen Beneffens Een bondige beschrijving 
van gantsch Neerlants Brasil, Zoo van lantschappen, steden, dieren, 
gewassen, ais draghten, zeden en godsdienst der inwoonders: Een 
wijtloopig verhael der merkwaardigste voorvallen en geschiedenissen, 
die zich, geduurende zijn negenjarigh verblijf, in d'oorlogen en opstant 
der Portugesen tegen d'onzen, zich sedert het iaer 1640 tot 1649 hebben 
toegedragen (voyages and traveis into Brazil, and East-lndia: containing 
an exact description of the Dutch Brazil, and divers parts of the East
Indies; their provinces, cities, living creatures, and products: the 
manners, customs, habits, and religion of the inhabitants: with a most 
particular account of ali the remarkable passages that happened during 
the author's stay of nine years in Brasil; especially in relation to the 
revolt of the Portuguese, and the intestine war carried on there from 
1640 to 1649). 
The Zee- en Lant- Reize, including many drawíngs and some maps, was 
posthumously published in folio by the author1s brother Hendrik 
Nieuhof, being the author himself on his way back from the East-lndies 
to Holland caught by cannibal natives on the coast of Malabar. The 
captain Reynier Klaesz saved the papers of his passenger to hand it over 
to Johan's brother who sincerely took care of it. 

53 . ibid., p 216. A difference to Moreau is, that the latter when giving the 
sarne summing up of these tribes, ads the sensational context: (-) 'with 
which fury the Brasilanen, Topinambus and Tapoyers, who are the 
nations of this land, in former rime made war to each other and devoured 
the conquered (-)', MOREAU, op.cit., Voorreeden, p 3. 

54. NIEUHOF, op.cit., p 225-226. 

55 . ibid., p 22 and pp 221-222. The Indians knew blood-letting and used the 
teeth of fish for that, also using this instrument in case of having been 
bitten by snakes. Such a tooth every Indian always took with hin1. 
The interest in lndian botany used for remedies was an in1portant item in 
17-t century medicine. Linnaeus added thc predicate 'officinalis' to herbs 
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and plants with a medical function; many of them were toxic when used 
without understanding. From the tone of his notation we are able to 
deduct his admiration for the aboriginal knowledge of herbs, using them 
with a broad experience of healing from often serious diseases. As an 
important herb he mentions the Herba de Cobra or Herba da Nossa 
Senhora. 'an infallible medicine against stones in the kidneys', p 205 . 
The names shows that the Portuguese already learnt from the Indian 
medical science before! He gives a summing-up of trees, useful for 
paint, rope, gum, or staves with both Portuguese and Brazilian names, pp 
206-207. It would be interesting to compare this with the Relaas from 
VAN DER DUSSEN, see note 44. 

56. ibid., p 202, pp 207-208, p 211 , p 220. From the cashew-nut's oil the 
make a remedy against abscesses and cancerous ulcers. Tribal wars often 
rose in harvest time, when all lndians want to defend the trees with ripe 
fruits they are camping beneath. An evocative irnage of the 'Acaju', 
probably from the hand of Albert Eeckhout, is published in the Teatro 
das Coisas Naturais do Brasil (Theatre of the Natural Things of Brazi?), 
vol IV, !cones Vegetabilium, p 82; see notes 101-102. 

57. NIEUHOF, op.cit., p 101. 
58. ibid., pp 34-35. 
59. MELLO, op.cit., p 123. 

Treaty and treachery 

60. MOREAU, p 30; NIEUHOF, p 104. 

61. NIEUHOF, p 148. 

62. ibid., p 16. 
63. BARLAEUS/BRANDÃO, p 269. 
64. HERCKMANS/ AC, p 39. 

65. NIEUHOF, p 149. 
66. ibid., p 149. 
67 . ibid., pp 151-152. Of the fon apparently nothing visual has been left. ln 

the church of Vila Velha as the place is called now, the N.S. da 
Conceição, there have been archaeological excavations in 1998 by Dr 
Ulysses Pernambucano the Mello, without results on Dutch remains. 

68. De Laet refers to Garstman's actions in volume III of the larlyck Verhael 
on more than 15 places, often together with the captains Everwijn, 
Picard and Tourlon Jr. ln one of these episode. still in 1633, these 
captains, under command of Major Cloppenburgh, were marching 
southwards to Camarigibi, as they met on the road a group of 
'hombeasts' ('no enemies', ads De Laet), which they calmly drove up to 
the engenho . Here De Laet made a droll play on the words, carnudo 
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being a term of abuse for the Spaniards and Portuguese, according to 
L'Hoooré Naber, LAET, op.cit. , vol. III , p 199. 

69. id., op. cit., vol. IV, pp 259-260. 

70. NIEUHOF, op.cit., pp 186-187; MOREAU. op.cit. pp 58-59/ pp 61-62. 
71. MOREAU, op.cit., p 74. 

AZEVEDO mentions that at the end of the 17-th century, so after the 
departure of the Dutch invaders, os nzamelucos penetrando nas aldeias 
foram os 1nais terríveis inilnigos dos índios. (the Mamelukes intruding 
the villages were the Indians' most aweful ennemies, AZEVEDO, 
Fernando de, A Cultura Brasileira, 4. ed., Universidade de Brasilia, Sao 
Paulo 1963, pp 247-248. Mameluke was called somebody of Brazilian
White origin. According to Azevedo the Indians' '1nais terriveis 
inimigos' were not the Negros. 

Education and religion 

72. MELLO, op.cit., pp 197-225. His references on the subject of 
conversion to the Dagelijkse Notulen, (daily minutes) are manifold. 
Nieuhof treats the conversion activities. naming the pastors Dorselaer 
(Doorselaer), Kemp and the Castillian Dionysius Biscaretta and some 
Portuguese teachers. After the revolt of the Portuguese in 1645 these had 
to leave the aldeias, resulting in a decline of the education. He noticed 
that the lndians who studied in the Netherlands, even at the universities 
of Amsterdam, Leiden and Franeker, behaved themselves like 
Europeans, NIEUHOF, op. cit., pp 220-221. 

73. Fare-well speech of Johan Maurits, Count of Nassau-Siegen, at the 
occasion of his return to the Netherlands on 15 January 1644, 
BARLAEUS/BRANDÃO, pp308-316; on religion: pp 315-316. 

74. ibid., p 342. 

75. The French clergyman Vincent Joachim Soler seems to have been a 
dominating man. not a bad characteristic for a 'dominee'. Soler never 
was afraid to utter his opinion or critícism and was a stimulation for 
those who wanted to change evil situatíons. The governor's personal 
pastor Franciscus Plante ( 1613-1690) supposedly will be excluded from 
the obligation. See also: BARLAEUS/BRANDÃO, pp 135-136. 

76. FREYRE, Casa Grande e Senzala, 1966, I, p 124. See also: 
AZEVEDO, Fernando, A Cultura Brasileira, São Paulo 1963, 471-472. 
So far the Protestant opinions on education did not differ basically from 
the Jesuit conversion systems in the 16 th century. See: 
LEITE, Serafim, S.J., História da Companhia de Jesus no Brasil, vol.I, 
478 ff._ LEITE decribes how the Jesuits Padre Manoel da Nobrega and 
Padre José Anchieta in the 16 th century used the sarne methods by 
.trying to settle the nomads down into aldeias, sending the youngsters to 
school, educating, teaching and converting them. These two visionary 
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priests wanted to convert in a more intelligent and Christian way. than 
the Portuguese army did by a 1não forte (strong hand) or a politic of 
divide ut impera. Leite also mentions the engagement of the early 
missionaries, often living in very poor and bad circumstances. From this 
period we owe to Padre Pires the first vocabulary of the Tupí language. 
See on Indian languages note 14. 
The S.J. foundation of villages however was criticised by the Portuguese 
king, fearing the growing power of the order. The policy of the Jesuits 
stood in juxtaposition to the one of the growing feudal aristocracy of the 
engenhos in the inland. Gilberto FREYRE mentions the aspect of 
família/ismo (family-centred society) as well that of eradication of 
individuality by the Jesuits. letting the young children wear the sarne 
coloured, gray clothes as their parents were forced to do as part of their 
training in obedience. 
FREYRE. op. cit. , 1, p 25 . On the S.J. and Indian see a.o. : pp 19-25, pp 
57-58, pp 119-123, 139, 143. 146, 157-170, vol. II, 448. 
The actual worth of Freyre is underlined by BlJRKE, P, Gilberto Freyre 
e a nova história, in: Tempo Social; Rev. Social. USP, Sãao Paulo 9(2): 
1-2, Oct. 1997, pp 1-12 and PALLARES-BURKE, Maria Lúcia Garcia, 
Gilberto Freyre e a Inglaterra: uma história de arnor, in: ibid., pp 13-
35. Both articles consider Freyre's descriptic sociological method to be 
connected with the French Annales, as well to the observations of the 
English sociologist Sir Asa Briggs. 

77. MELLO, op.cit., pp 222-223 . (ln 1977 appeared a re-edition of the 
letters of António Vieira ( 1608-1697) in 3 vols., organised by António 
Braz Teixeira, Ed. Imprensa Nacional-Casa da Moeda.) 
According to AZEVEDO the Protestant missionaries developed such 
intense and fertil actívities teaching the catechism that many Indians 
behaved themselves as if their origin had been in England or Germany, 
calling the Church moanga (false) and the Catholic doctrine patranhas 
de padres (tales of the fathers); AZEVEDO, op.cit., p 264, appealing to 
a report of F ather André de Barros S.J. 
See also: MARTINS LOPES, Fátima, As missões religiosas na 
Capitania do Rio Grande, in: ALMEIDA et ai, op.cit II, 141 - 168, p 142. 
On the influence of the scholars the studies on Indian messianistic 
feelings and movements are of great interest. See RIBEIRO, René. 
Antropologia da religião, ed. Instituto Joaquim Nabuco, Recife, 1982, 
pp 221-241. 

78. See note 5. A less positive opinion about the function of the two Indians 
is mentioned in the Generale Missive (general message), reporting to the 
board in Recife to the WIC, dated 5-t of April 1644. It speaks of their 
perverted and savage behaviour, although their education in Holland 
cost so much, MELLO op. cit., 223. 
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79. MESQUITA, Francisco de, Inventário das armas e petrechos belicos 
que os Holandeses deixaram em pernambuco e dos predios edificados 
ou reparados até 1654, edited by MELLO, Evaldo Cabral de, Recife, 
1940. 

80. ibid., p 17. Amidst the extensive summing up of sobrados, mostly 
fabricados por Judeu ou Flamengos (made by Jew or Dutch) in the old 
Recife and a Povoação do Santo António (the former proud 
Mauritsstad), this is the only reference to a not nameless Indian living 
inside the city, having the disposal of sobrados equipped with shop 
facilities. 

81. NEDERVEEN MEERKERK, H.C. van, Recife. The rise of a 17-th century 
trade city from a cultural-historical perspective, Assen/Maastricht 1989. The 
commercial edition appeared a year after the defence of the thesis at the 
Technical University of Delft, 1988. Promotor was Prof. Dr Ir C. L. 
Temminck Groll, architect and member of the Ancient Monwnents 
Department, by that time one of the few Dutch historians on art and 
architectme, interested in colonial history. The ARA allowed me to copy 
these papers, obviously being the fust part of the diary. The paleographic 
script has been kindly translated by Mrs. C.M.van der Gen-Tekke. 

82. ibid. p 306. Astetten affirms the importance of Negro slaves asking 
baptism for their new bom children and pretends to have baptised the 
first Negro child in Brazil. 
STETTEN, Jodocus a, Dagboek a page dated: 'Ao 1635 den 29t 8ber' 
(29-10-1635). On an other place he overwrites the year in~o 1636. 

83 . ibid. He names lppo Eyssens as elder of the church in Paraíba. lt is likely 
Herckmans will have obtained this position after the formers death. The 
English pastor Rathelar (Barlaeus) is called by Astetten: Samuel 
Backiler, that sounds more likely. 

84. MOREAU, op.cit., pp 64-66. 

85. ibid., p 71 . 

86. HERCKMANS/AC, p 39; NIEUHOF, op.cit., p 221 . On sorcery by the 
Negros: 'lt is a very superstituous nation, always busy with sorcery and 
magicians' He also informs on their clear-sightedness and healing art, p 
219-220. 
The melting pot of religions and believes resulted in syncretistic 
movements like the candomblés in Bahia. Euclides da CUNHA writes 
about it in bis indispensable book on the study of the landscape and 
people of the plateau of Brasil, written after some explorations of the 
inland to define and resolve its typical dryness. 
CUNHA, Euclides da, Os Sertões, São Paulo (1902), 1952. Of Protestant 
influences in the religious experience of the sertanejo (inhabitant of the 
sertão) there was nothing specific found. But yes! Euclides mentions not 
only African influences and reductions but Indian too, the poracês 
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(ceremonies) of the Tupí, op.cit. p 125. Here we seP. the mode to call the 
Indians after their language. René RIBEIRO mentions amerindian 
influences in the xangôs ( syncretistic movements common in 
Pernambuco), RIBEIRO, René, op. cit. , p 124. Of Protestant rests or 
interpretation in these movements nothing can be f ound. 

87. MOREAU, op.cit., pp 10-11 . 

88. ibid., p 11 . 
89. On Soler's strong criticism on the lack of sexual morality we have to 

note the circumstances that his young, unmarried daughter had become 
pregnant. It is supposed Johan Maurits van Nassau to be the father of a 
child which was put in the Registration of Baptism at Recife, witnessed 
by nobody else as the governar himself. (WASH, C.J., Doopregister van 
Recife, in: Nederlands F amilieblad, De Haag 1888-1889, 1 O vols., vol 6 
107. See also: NEDERVEEN, op.cit., p 11 . Relating to this subject the 
engenheiro-daughter Ana Paes has been suggested too. Although the 
governor's 'official' mistress, she unexpectedly hasty married a Dutch 
officer. 

90. MELLO, op. cit., p 208. 
91 . The relation with lndian wives in the Portuguese community was noticed 

by WAGNER, secretary of the household of Nassau, in his Zoobiblion 
or Das Thierbuch (Animal-Book). WAGNER, Zacharias, Das 
Thierbuch, Dresden, Kupferstichkabinett; Portuguese edition São Paulo, 
1964. This happened even in the richest classes and among the Dutch, 
'consumed by the fire of passion', FREYRE, op.cit., vol. I, p 102, 
quoting on Wagner. 

92. FERREIRA DE ALBUQUERQUE, Milena, no 8 Zenai'.de, in: 
ALMEIDA et ai op.cit. 1, p 109-112/ p 111, and no 9 Maria dos Anjos, 
PP 113-118/ p 118. 

93. FREYRE, op.cit., vol. 1, pp 13-14/ p 103. 
94. ibid., vol. 1, p 102/ pp 183-184. Freyre added these references to the 

former editions. 

Biodiversification 
95. PISO, Willem & Georg MARCGRAF, Historia Natura/is Brasiliae. 

Libri Ili, Leiden and Amsterdam, 1648 

96. PEREIRA, Ruy dos Santos, Piso e a Medicina Indígena, Recife 1980, p 
100 (The book of Piso really is the first treatise on intem medicine, with 
emphasis on the most frequent illnesses of 17-t century Pernambuco). 

97. ln the sixties until the eighties of the 20-t century 1 met several German 
and Brazilian explorers of indigenous medical plants in charge of the 
enterprises Boehringer and Bayer. 

98. De lndiae utriusque Re Natura/is et Mediei. Libri XIV, Amsterdam 1658. 
99. BOOGAART, in: BOOGAART et al, op. cit. I, pp 239-240. 
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100. NORTH, J.D. in: BOOGAART et ai, op. cit. 1, Johan Maurits 1604-
1679, time table. 

1O1 . MENTZEL, Christian, Libri Principis (2 vols.) & Theatri Rerum 
Naturalium Brasíliae. Tomus / : /cones Aquatilium, Tomus !/:/cones 
Volatilium, Tomus Ili: !cones Anima/ium, Tomus IV: /cones 
Vegetabilium. 

102. TEIXEIRA, Dante Martins (scientific organiser), Teatro das Coisas 
Naturais do Brasil /Theatre of the Natural Things of Brazil, Rio de 
Janeiro, 5 vols., 1995. On the exact provenance of the illustrations in the 
facsimile edition and the remaining questions on the disappeared ones, 
information can be found in the volume called Brasil- Holandês/ 
Summary containing preface, presentation, introduction, cartography 
and articles on relevant subjects. 

103. WHITEHEAD, P.J.P., Georg Markgraf and Brazilian Zoology, in: 
BOOGAART et al, op. cit. II , pp 424-471 . And: JOPPIEN, R. The Dutch 
Vision of Brazil, pp 297-376, in ibid. 

104. MENTZEL, op.cit., vol. V, Preface to tome III, p 4. It was quite logical 
to demonstrate the likeness between monkey ('that man's imitator') and 
man by starting the series with a picture of a Negro King (abusively 
registered as an inhabitant from Chile. Relative remarks in this regard 
are made likewise by TEIXEIRA, vol. I, Brasil-Holandês pp 171-172. 
It has to be added that Zacharias Wagner did not differ from this in our 
eyes denigrating positioning of the human species by the tittle of his 
publication on the Brazilian years, inclusive severa} illustrations of 
Blacks and Indians, see note 88. 
Some of the anonimi carne out of the dark: among the insects we find 
two 'Anonyma insecta, of which the species in black and red colours in 
the 19-t century has been specified and named after its detector: the 
Beetle of Chagas, vol.V, /cones Animaliurn Brasiliae, tome III, p 62. Of 
this animal the Brazilian people of the interior until today are very afraid 
of. Flying around in the twilight zones its bite can cause a variety of 
meningitis with an incubation time from sometimes over 20 years. 

105. Vol.V, /cones Animalium Brasiliae, tome III, pp 7-19. Notice the tufts of 
wool in the man's ears, an utility to make fire . The Indians made fire by 
slaying pieces of the hard wood of the . Karaguata Guaçu tree or the 
Imbaiba tree against each other, using dreads of the dried cambium and 
leaves as a fuse, NIEUHOF, op.cit. , p 207. The albino boy with apipe in 
bis hands on page 12 is described by N ieuhof on page 216. 

106. FREYRE, op.cit. , vol. 1, pp 50-54. Garcia da Orta published in the year 
' 1563 in Goa the report 'Coloquio dos Simples e das Drogas da India', 

supposing syphillis (lues) had been imported from America. ln the last 
centuries other origins are suggested, from the in the Middle-East 
infected crusaders to China. Today the hermeneutic theory prevales that 
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lues was detected as a 'new illness', although being an already existing 
ancient one. · 

107. ibid., p 126. 

108. ln the index of vol. V, /cones Vegetabilium, tome IV, p 175, the 
Camarajuba was encountered, propably the yellow-flowered plant, on 
page 31 by HERCKMANS written as 'Camaratuba.' The pronunciation 
of the j and the t by the indigenous spokesmen of the Dutch reporter 
perhaps caused some diffusion here? 

Conclusion · 

109. POPPER, Sir Karl Raimund, The Poverty of Historicism, London 
( 195 7), 1961, pp 14 7-152, chapter 31 on Situational Logic in History/ 
Historical Interpretation. 
The logic of the situations Popper develops by pointing out the 
narrowness of the principie that the observational basis for sociology can 
be given only in the form of a chronicle of events, which means: of 
political or social events. Regardirtg this chronicle of political and other 
important things in social life as 'history', Popper denies this as to be the 
only empirical base for social science. ln an effort to demonstrate the 
limited point of view of the followers of that method, called by him 
'Historicism', he lays attention on the experimental method in stead. As 
sociology in his opinion is more than theoretical history, it has to direct 
itself unto unpredictable and dynamic interpretations. This looks more 
difficult than it will tum out to be. Manhas only to regard that the logic 
of the situation is the principie of the insight of the dynamics of 
moments. When we admit the uniqueness of the very moment, 
'interpretation becomes a dynamic act. lnterpretation is nothing else as a 
choice between several analytical possibilities of judgement. ln this 
regard history is a collection of unique events with never only one 
interpretation. 

11 O. ibid., 155-156; see also pp 15-17. 

111. HERCKMANS/AC, p 23. 
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A estrada para o Kariri-Xocó 
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